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CMV: As a bisexual guy women are generally far more
homophobic than men are when it comes to their partner being
bisexual or having experimented with the same sex
362 upvotes | 11 February, 2020 | by Yggdrasil93

So, this is something I’ve noticed over the past 10 years or so but straight women tend to freak out if they
find out a guy they’re interested in or seeing, boyfriend or husband whatever has a history of
experimentation with other men or is bisexual. I’ve had it happen firsthand and seen it with others. It’s a
pretty well known trope among bisexual guys. Advice to stay closeted on Tinder and whatnot is pretty
standard because it’s a dealbreaker for a significant percentage of women.
Bisexual guys and gay dudes don’t give a shit if you’ve been with women. Generally speaking. If
anything it’s a turn on to them.
Maybe bisexual and lesbian women have different views but straight women tend to be mortified and
consider it a dealbreaker. Usually despite being very much the type to have rainbow social media profile
pictures, go to pride, gush about gay/lesbian couples and just basically being the stereotypical “woke”
politically correct girl.
This isn’t just something they wrinkle their nose about in private either many are vehemently outspoken
in private about how they could never date or sleep with a bi guy or guy who’s even slept with another
guy one time.
I really can’t figure out what the deal is but I think the main issue for them is they feel very threatened by
it. If you’re a guy and ever want to experience what a woman’s experience on Tinder or Bumble or
whatever is like just go make a Grindr account and watch your phone start to blow up with thirsty guys.
It’s incredibly easy to hook up with dudes as a bi guy and I really do think straight girls get wigged out by
that because frankly a lot of them don’t really have all that much to offer other than sex. They’re boring
people and they know it.
If you press them on why it’s such an issue for them they get very defensive but usually just insist that it’s
“gross” or something along those lines. Just open and honest homophobia. It’s fine if you suck my dick
and 100 other girls suck my dick but if one guy is in the mix and sucks my dick now all of a sudden
there’s a problem... Okay.
We all know that 99% of straight guys either don’t care or think lesbians/bisexual women are hot.
It’s quite frustrating as someone who is bisexual but hetero-romantic but honestly I’m quite interested to
hear other perspectives on this as it’s an extremely well known issue among bi guys but we kind of just
shrug our shoulders and move on.
Thoughts?
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Comments

FatGirlsInPartyHats • 137 points • 11 February, 2020 04:59 PM 

I am not bi myself but have gay friends (none bi that I know of). Most of the women I know enjoy their
company but overtly treat gay bros as their pets. They often backhandedly make snarky comments like "you're
such a diva" or "stop being a bitch!" that demean them as men in general regardless of if the gay guy is
flamboyant or not.

When I ask them about it they don't view guys who are into other guys are genuine men. The main concerns are
1. social stigma of your boyfriend sucking dicks 2. disease 3. letting another dude bang you is essentially being
dominated on some level by another man. Homosexual behavior isn't the norm. It doesn't mean it doesn't occur
but it typically is viewed as unhealthy and not masculine.

Women fantasize about this kind of behavior and fetishize it sometimes(look at most viewed porn categories by
women) but they don't want it in their personal lives. You won't change their minds about it. I wouldn't try to.
No woman is ever going to say "well I guess my boyfriend sucking dicks isn't so bad after all".

[deleted] 11 February, 2020 05:09 PM* 

[deleted]

GreenSatyr • 18 points • 11 February, 2020 06:47 PM* 

Are you sure these are the same people? I've certainly encountered some girls who were put off by my
bisexuality but they were all sort of conservative / centrist / liberal but not leftist enough to be waving a
rainbow flag unless they were in a social setting where it was expected.

Usually when girls find out I'm queer they are if anything even more into it.

(Granted I guess "conservative / centrist / liberal but not leftist enough to be waving a rainbow flag
unless they were in a social setting where it was expected." is most of the population, even if not the
population i interact with most.)

loke2dabrain • 9 points • 11 February, 2020 08:20 PM 

I think it's a generational thing aswell. On here youre going to get a ton of comments from elderly
conservatives (this subs demographic) I'm straight but know plenty of bi guys and they have no
problem getting gf's.

AbyssinianLion • 5 points • 12 February, 2020 07:10 AM* 

As a late millennial who knows a few bi guys in relationships with women, it really depends on
whether bi guys are willing to only fulfill their dominant or non submissive role in relationships.
Most bi guys I’ve had conversations with about sex and relationships have told me that they
usually only get their sub fix when they’re in relationships with men. There is a few outliers, but
not enough to make me think that bi guys who are in relationships with women are allowed to
explore their sub side with these women.

infps • 1 point • 12 February, 2020 03:10 PM* 

I would concur with this. A lot of women may be used to being really lazy bottoms in sex,
unless they're from big cities and have explored more.... The key though, is to be willing to
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train a lover how to enjoy and be enjoyed in either role.

For example, the second a girl sees herself with some leather chaps and a whip in her hand,
there's a better than decent chance she'll get some level of excitement from it.

GreenSatyr • 3 points • 11 February, 2020 09:04 PM 

Are people really elderly? People sound about 25-45

rus9384 • 1 point • 12 February, 2020 01:33 AM 

45 is pretty elderly. You are way past your peak.

GreenSatyr • 1 point • 12 February, 2020 04:55 AM 

I'm not 45 hahaha

mangolover97 • 2 points • 11 February, 2020 08:42 PM 

Are they dating straight girls or bi girls and are they open about being bi?

loke2dabrain • 3 points • 11 February, 2020 08:43 PM 

straight girls or bi girls

Both

are they open about being bi?

Yes

mangolover97 • 2 points • 11 February, 2020 08:44 PM 

Oh ok

ThatGamer707 • 2 points • 11 February, 2020 11:57 PM 

Ehh I am bi and have a girlfriend but she is also bi. Most girls I dated were not into the idea of bi
guys and I would approach the subject without overtly letting them know I was bi. Every girl was
against it. Also, nope I am still in college. It is a problem with young girls as well.

infps • 1 point • 12 February, 2020 03:07 PM 

My current age is 40 and married. Throughout my 20s and 30s, being openly bi, and openly
switch (happy to hit someone with a riding crop or get hit, top or bottom, guy or girl, as long as
they are hot) -- I think helped me get more gf's.

I always think there's a sexy edge it gives off, somewhere between femme and dominant and
masculine. Like Mick Jagger or Alexander the Great (both highly bi). Bi guys are often the REAL
alphas.

ThatGamer707 • 1 point • 12 February, 2020 12:01 AM 

I mean most of my friends are more liberal and I have the same experience as a bi dude. In fact,
almost all bi dudes keep that shit hidden for the same reason. Girls won't accept it. Never had a
problem with a dude being grossed out by it except for some dudes not acknowledging it as a thing.

Bright_Itempas • 1 point • 12 February, 2020 12:05 AM 
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Green, based off what I know about you, I'm gonna say that you, like me, live in a very special
bubble that most people here can't conceive of.

MerdeOnTheDanceFloor • 1 point • 12 February, 2020 07:25 AM 

This is the view I most align with. I’m genuinely surprised and a quite disappointed that there’s such
widespread homophobia.

I know some women who would struggle with that but they are generally quite straight
laced/conservative anyway. So I’d expect that crap from them because they have a certain way of
viewing the world, but I’ve always considered that niche.

OP - That sucks, I’m sorry.

jacemano • 9 points • 11 February, 2020 05:17 PM 

Patrice O'neal: You're the fuckee!

i_cri_evry_tim • 22 points • 11 February, 2020 07:10 PM 

I’m the dominant one and if I’m “dominating” another man that makes me even more dominant
and “manly” by their logic

I’m sorry but that’s not how it works. No offense intended here.

There is nothing inherently “manly” about penetrating another dude.

I understand your predicament and it probably sucks for you but there are heaps of women who are going
to view it like that.

On the other hand, it doesn’t make the general dynamic that somebody else described about women
treating gay men “like pets” or like they are “one of the girls” any less disgusting. I find it incredibly
condescending and disrespectful.

It’s one of those very blatant examples of women being the first ones to uphold many of the tenets of the
so called “toxic masculinity”.

What you mention down below about n-counts supposedly being in the past and not mattering is also an
example of solipsism. “The past shouldn’t matter when I’m judged by mine, but I’m hela free to judge
others on theirs cause I’m free to decide what’s a dealbreaker or not”.

prunusamygdalis • 10 points • 11 February, 2020 07:18 PM 

"Like pets" is foul but many gay males WANT to be treated as one of the girls. As well as non-
binary/trans people who were born male.

exit_sandman • 9 points • 11 February, 2020 08:49 PM 

Tbh I suspect that particularly campy guys do have trans tendencies.

mangolover97 • 2 points • 11 February, 2020 07:39 PM 

True! It depends on whether they’re feminine or not.

ThatGamer707 • 1 point • 11 February, 2020 11:55 PM 

I wouldn't say many gays want that at all. The majority of gays look and act just like normal guys.
Most dudes are in the closet.
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prunusamygdalis • 1 point • 12 February, 2020 07:35 PM 

I guess I am selecting for openly gay people because those are the ones I’ve been friends with.
There aren’t so many closeted ones at universities anymore tbh.

[deleted] • 5 points • 12 February, 2020 12:03 AM 

Hey, you're not a real man unless you've fucked another.

This was made by Roman and Greek Gang

Drewbixtx • 1 point • 12 February, 2020 04:46 AM 

...that’s gay

Nmbr1Stunner • 1 point • 21 February, 2020 08:57 PM 

I’m a natural born, female woman and I don’t know any woman who treats gay men like our “pets”,
You watch too much sex and the city. I do know women who treat gay men like one of the girls
because that’s how they want to be treated that’s how they insist on being treated. I don’t do that
anymore after more even if they insist on it now that more than once I’ve experienced very
effeminate gay men try to push me on beds/couches and have sex with me when we were alone.

allweknowisD • 1 point • 11 February, 2020 07:47 PM 

Would you consider penetrating a woman as ‘manly’? And if so, why does it stop being ‘manly’ if
it’s a guy being penetrated?

i_cri_evry_tim • 1 point • 11 February, 2020 07:51 PM 

There is nothing inherently manly about penetrating a woman either. What’s the logic here? I
have sex ergo I am manly?

Edit: notice that “inherently” is the operative word.

allweknowisD • 2 points • 11 February, 2020 07:52 PM 

I asked you if you considered it manly, I didn’t state it was. Hence my question.

I have seen plenty of men here that consider it manly because “men fuck; women get fucked”.

i_cri_evry_tim • 2 points • 11 February, 2020 07:57 PM 

Yeah I was not accusing you of it. I meant “if it were, the logic would be sex makes you
manly”

I have seen plenty of men here that consider it manly because “men fuck; women
get fucked”.

Yeah but those are also the kind of dudes who are ok with starfish sex, the view of women
as holes and other things I can’t begin to comprehend. But I’m also older so maybe it gets
to a point where one understands that cooperative enthusiastic participation is the sex
that’s worth having. The rest is just a big expenditure of stamina for mediocre orgasms.

allweknowisD • 2 points • 11 February, 2020 08:00 PM 

Couldn’t agree more.
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praisethesun799 • 1 point • 11 February, 2020 09:45 PM 

Because fucking women is manly? In like, every relevant culture know to man?

Drewbixtx • 1 point • 12 February, 2020 04:49 AM 

Unless you’re from Afghanistan, then you’re weird if you don’t bang dudes and/or
little boys.

Source: I was stationed there for a year. Man-Love Thursday is real.

Jathrowaway97 • 20 points • 11 February, 2020 06:05 PM 

It’s because they don’t hate gay people. They just don’t want to date lgbt men because they’re not
attracted to those type of men.It’s just a preference.

[deleted] 11 February, 2020 08:06 PM* 

[deleted]

Jathrowaway97 • 12 points • 11 February, 2020 08:18 PM 

I find it so funny how if women do this to men, men will claim we’re trying to shame them and
control their sexuality. Yet you don’t keep the same energy in reverse.

I’m sure you have a type. Are you racist/ableist/sexist/ a body shamer for not dating people
outside of your preference?

[deleted] 11 February, 2020 10:35 PM 

[deleted]

Jaktenba • 3 points • 11 February, 2020 11:50 PM 

It is all preference (some of it may be full on racist, but most likely isn't), and you have no
argument to claim it's not unless you think everyone should be "pansexual". You may as
well be berating people for painting their room red instead of making it a rainbow with
equal parts of every color.

Jathrowaway97 • 1 point • 11 February, 2020 11:01 PM 

Both of those gets “it’s a preference” or met with vitriol depending on who you ask.
Usually people in the excluded group get mad about it. Everyone else will be on board
with it being a preference.

I’m black and I wouldn’t consider you not dating a black girl as racist, even if you had the
opportunity to. It’s only racist if you’re going on and on with dehumanizing stereotypes.
Like saying black girls are bull dogs or something. Simply not dating someone doesn’t
make you prejudice though. The same applies to not dating over sexuality, religion, body
type hair color or whatever else. People like what they like.

[deleted] 11 February, 2020 06:13 PM* 

[deleted]

andipandey • 10 points • 11 February, 2020 07:59 PM 

It’s more comparable to guys not wanting to date girls that have been with a lot of men. They’re
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just turned off by it.

Those women aren’t gonna actively sleep with other men while they’re with their partner, but the
partner merely knowing turns him off.

Is it right? Not really, but it is what it is.

HollowLegMonk • 1 point • 12 February, 2020 02:41 PM 

There are legitimate scientific reasons why it’s riskier for women to have a lot of sexual
partners.So it makes sense why a man would want to avoid a woman who has high body
count.

https://www.cdc.gov/std/health-disparities/stds-women-042011.pdf

andipandey • 1 point • 13 February, 2020 01:13 AM 

And the exact same thing goes for men who sleep with men. There are legitimate scientific
reasons why it’s riskier to sleep with them

Edit: source:
https://www.cdph.ca.gov/Programs/CID/DCDC/CDPH%20Document%20Library/Gay-Bi
sexual-Men-STDs-Infographic.pdf

HollowLegMonk • 1 point • 13 February, 2020 01:23 AM 

I agree. I just see people constantly talking about a double standard when it comes to
heterosexual men having a high number vs heterosexual women. So I like to point out
that it’s for legitimate reasons it’s not just because of men oppressing women’s
sexuality, of course that does happen too on many fronts but for promiscuity it’s smart
for guys to avoid women who have a lot of different sexual partners. There all sorts of
reasons beyond just STD’s too. It’s just not very safe all around. Does that mean I
expect my partners to all be virgins before I meet them, of course not, but if the
number is super high I’m going to question if I want to proceed.

Jathrowaway97 • 12 points • 11 February, 2020 06:22 PM 

They’re just not into it that’s the difference. You can respect someone and think they’re a great
person but if you’re not into them for whatever reason you’re not going to want to sleep with
them.

It’s not that trivial. It’d be more like meat eaters vs vegans or hardcore gamers vs someone who
isn’t into games. Sure you can look past it and have a great relationship if you try your hardest.
You might both have to compromise but why do that when you can just date others who fit your
preferences?

As I said before it doesn’t matter if he’s great. If you’re not into it there’s nothing you can do to
change it. I’m sure you’ve come across men or women who were great absolutely stellar. For
some reason though they just didn’t do it for you. You didn’t hate them, you didn’t wish them
harm but you just weren’t into them.

If she freaks about inquiries into her sexual past when you’ve asked about her’s then that’s just
hypocrisy. I ask about the guys and I’m forthcoming with mine. That type of hypocrisy has
nothing to do with biphobia/homophobia. Anyone is capable of that regardless of their
preferences.
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[deleted] 11 February, 2020 06:34 PM* 

[deleted]

Jathrowaway97 • 5 points • 11 February, 2020 06:41 PM 

For some people that’s all fine and well and they do just that.For others they’ll feel guilty
that they forced their partner to give up what they like just to be with them. It honestly
depends on the person.

I wouldn’t be cool with it because I’d want my partner to be who they are and not feel like
they have to change so radically just to be with me just as I’d want them to give me the
same respect. So because of that if the preference is a fundamental difference between us
I’d respect and support the person but I wouldn’t get involved with them sexually or
romantically.

[deleted] 11 February, 2020 06:49 PM* 

[deleted]

Jathrowaway97 • 2 points • 11 February, 2020 07:20 PM 

It’s a very nuanced issue. Some women are cool with it off rip. Some women can
be convinced but only under very specific circumstances. You sound like you’re bi
but prefer women from what you’ve said here and if you explained and “proved”
that then women on the fence would probably be ok with dating you.

Irl though there’s very few opportunities for this unless you’ve known each other
for a long time. I’m not sure where you’re meeting these straight women but if
they start off as strangers before you guys do the whole dating song and dance then
you won’t even get the chance to explain all this. As soon as you say you’re bi
they’re probably soft nexting you in their head. They’re not going to take the time
to try and figure out where on the bi spectrum you are, if you’d be cool being in a
monogamous relationship with a woman for the rest of your life, whether or not
you’re a top/bottom/switch and what that means for your sex life together etc.
They’ll just end things and move on to a straight guy. Which seems kind of harsh
but that’s just how people are with dating. They have their preferences and for the
most part won’t care to know if a new person can be a “taste breaker” or not. If it
happens organically they might be open to it but they’re not going to go out of
their way to try.

Also idk if it’s that simple. I can’t speak for your experience.My fake brother/best
friend is gay though and he and I have had similar conversations about this. He has
some bi male friends and from seeing their struggles and what he tells me about
their relationships with women it seems they feel they can just be in monogamous
relationships with women and never turn back when they first start dating a girl but
a couple years in it turns out to be harder than they anticipated. In a polyamorous
situation it can work really well but it’s different if you’re monogamous.
Especially if your partner is only begrudgingly accepting the fact that you’re bi or
you’re hiding that from them it can be tough.

radlyubov • 1 point • 12 February, 2020 06:17 PM 

i think its just plain biphobia - as in, most people dont believe bi is a thing, they think of it
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as a phase and you will eventually pick one side. this is not helped by the fact that many
gay men come out as bi first(or at least used to 10, 15 years ago) only to "decide" they are
actually gay later. if you believe that bi is not real, why would you invest time in a
relationship with someone you think will most likely "turn" gay and abandon you?

there are plenty of bi women, just date them :)

exit_sandman • 1 point • 11 February, 2020 08:44 PM 

meat eaters vs vegans

HARDCORE DEALBREAKER!!!

praisethesun799 • 3 points • 11 February, 2020 09:43 PM 

Vegans �

CentralAdmin • 1 point • 12 February, 2020 06:28 AM 

Sure but it is hypocritical to expect someone to ignore their past and accept them as they are only to
apply a different standard to someone else.

Women are overwhelmingly the ones arguing that the past is in the past. They're usually angry that
men are okay with fucking sluts but not marrying them. Or that when men discover the truth, they're
not happy that she fucked the rugby team in high school and college.

But then women also lose attraction when they discover he fucked some guys or that he visited
prostitutes before. You can call it preference and it may well be, but men tend to be more okay with
talking about past sexual encounters. It's still hypocritical and just encourages more deception.

Jathrowaway97 • 1 point • 12 February, 2020 06:34 AM 

Sure you won’t get any argument from me on that. I already said in another comment that if the
woman doesn’t want to come clean or be judged about her past but digs into his that’s
hypocritical.

I’m sure not all women are not doing that though so it doesn’t matter if other women are saying
the past shouldn’t matter.

Ideally the past shouldn’t matter but irl it does. I prefer not to date bisexual men, men who’ve
experimented with other men, men who solicited prostitutes, ex-cons sex offenders etc. I’m very
forthcoming about my past because I want any guy who dates me to do so with informed consent.
I always hope they give me the same respect.

[deleted] 11 February, 2020 06:39 PM 

[deleted]

[deleted] • 8 points • 11 February, 2020 06:32 PM 

no because tops are still submitting to another man's desire, which is faggy. its not just about mechanical
acts

[deleted] 11 February, 2020 06:57 PM* 

[deleted]
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[deleted] • 1 point • 11 February, 2020 06:58 PM 

yes u r submitting to a woman's desire by letting a woman blow you

its not faggy to submit to a woman's desire because faggots are men who have sex with men??
whats not clickin

passepar2t • 4 points • 11 February, 2020 07:53 PM 

That's stupid. The one who has the dick in their mouth is the only one submitting.

SilverNova99 • 2 points • 11 February, 2020 08:56 PM 

That's stupid. The one who has the dick in their mouth is the only one submitting.

I disagree. sex is submitting to each other, no matter is in the dominate role. yes it's still
gay to top a man.

[deleted] • 1 point • 11 February, 2020 08:03 PM 

well im telling you how women see it. its all the same level of gay as far as im concerned.

praisethesun799 • 6 points • 11 February, 2020 09:56 PM 

I can't believe I'm witnessing someone argue that getting a blowjob from a woman in
the course of heterosexual sex, is as faggy as getting a dude blow you �

Please tell me that I have a huge headache that's preventing me from reading properly

passepar2t • 2 points • 11 February, 2020 08:07 PM 

It's obviously still gay if it's two dudes, but your "submitting to a woman's desire"
when she's blowing you example sounded silly to me.

[deleted] • 7 points • 11 February, 2020 08:12 PM 

its not silly because you literally are allowing yourself to be taken sexually by a
man. men are pursuits of sex, women are passive. unless you had to coax a
blowjob out of an disinteretsed woman, you are submitting to her desire.
alternatively, the dynamics of the gay community are unique, there are way more
"bottoms" than there are "tops", tops aren't dominating anything by giving in to a
bottoms desire to be fucked by a guy or blow him. spend time around a gay
enclave and you'll know this. go on grindr and see how many guys are BEGGING
to give blowjobs to other men. there is no m/f equivalent

passepar2t • 6 points • 11 February, 2020 08:14 PM 

How are you "submitting" to a woman's desire? That's just mental gymnastics.
She's sucking your dick, she's submitting to you.

Drewbixtx • 1 point • 12 February, 2020 04:54 AM 

I would say because the woman doesn’t have the power to make you submit. That is a choice a
man makes. Men are physically more powerful than women. Even after that though, there is still
the underlying notion that it is this permission that allows her to do it. Some would call it “the
implication.”
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[deleted] • 2 points • 11 February, 2020 06:55 PM 

Exactly.

I don't get why these bi dudes don't just keep it a secret from women? I've had my share of bi
experiences but am taking that to the grave.

[deleted] • 9 points • 11 February, 2020 06:57 PM 

that would require not being emotive and confessional which is hard for gays

[deleted] • 2 points • 11 February, 2020 07:17 PM 

You have no idea how many "straight" men actually aren't emotive/gay enough to confess
they let another man inside them. You will never know.

[deleted] • 7 points • 11 February, 2020 07:28 PM 

gay guys really think every guy has a little gay in them lmao

loke2dabrain • 1 point • 11 February, 2020 08:18 PM 

No different from the queer women who claim all women are gay.

Silverfox17421 • 2 points • 12 February, 2020 05:41 AM 

I have a number of friends who are straight but admitted to me that they had sex with men
a few times. Male role only! That's the only way most straight men will do it.

I told all of them to never mention this to women that they are involved with because so
many women go batshit fucking insane if their man says he has been with a man even one
time, even if he just got his dick sucked (incredibly common). Just lie and say you never
did it. Why does she have to know?

praisethesun799 • 1 point • 11 February, 2020 09:50 PM 

"hard for gays"

Found my new flair �

URETHRAL_DIARRHEA • 2 points • 12 February, 2020 05:22 AM 

Because it's a pretty important part of my identity that I'm not ashamed of and I wouldn't want to
hide it from my SO forever.

[deleted] • 1 point • 12 February, 2020 02:50 PM 

That's fair. I wish I could be 100% vulnerable and honest with women but the odds are not in
your favor here.

[deleted] • 1 point • 12 February, 2020 12:04 AM 

They talk about this in a billion wicked thoughts. Something about the man who penetrates men being the
all time alpha male.

Apparently gay men have slightly larger penises too because of extra testosterone in the womb or
something like this.

[deleted] • 1 point • 12 February, 2020 12:36 AM 
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women dont have penises and cant give it naturally to men who want to be penetrated ,there is no
connection with real body parts. it makes most women feel alienated.

you can be submissive but with some non penetrative act.

and of course being dominated by a power bottom is completely different than letting a woman control
the sexual encounter. being dominated by a woman means love, trust and wanting to surrender and view
or take whatever a womans presence brings(to my surprise there is such a thing in unpopular porn genre
called gentle femdom with no pegging but with a man becoming a jelly and putty at the touches of a
woman ,reveres missionary, or focusing on whatever a woman wants to pleasure her etc)

rus9384 • 1 point • 12 February, 2020 01:29 AM 

If it is a big factor in it, it means many women must be ok fucking a top bisexual guy (i.e. ass-virgin)
compared to a bottom/versatile bisexual guy.

AmazonianVirgo • 1 point • 12 February, 2020 09:48 AM 

To be honest, my main concern wouldn’t be about your sexuality, so much as my sexual health. I’m
clean, and it’s nothing personal, but I’ve just heard way too much about down-low culture, and besides
men already not being a huge fan of condoms, that I (first of all would NEVER have an open
relationship, sorry, I don’t want AIDS��♀️) just don’t think I could trust a man that’s been with other
men. The HIV+ and other STI rate among gay and bi men is already 17x times higher than straight men
and gay and bi men account for 83% of new STI cases. Men who have sex with other men have a higher
chance of doing so condomless (because for some reason they think the only danger of having sex
without a condom is pregnancy - I guess they forget about a little thing called gonorrhea, chlamydia, and
HIV/AIDS ��♀️) You can go ahead and call me homophobic, but unless you can prove to me that
EVERYONE you’ve slept with is clean and you use condoms EVERY - and I do mean EVERY time you
do any sexual act with another man... sorry but not sorry at all, I’m not messing with that ��♀️.
https://www.cdc.gov/msmhealth/STD.htm

rothkochapel • 1 point • 12 February, 2020 10:34 AM 

I wouldn’t care so much but the hypocrisy between the public persona they put on of being super PC
gay-friendly let’s all go to pride and wave rainbow flags vs what they say and think in private is
ridiculous.

welcome to 2020

bonobo-no • 1 point • 12 February, 2020 03:10 PM 

If most girls actually think that way- that "submissive" men aren't real men- then I don't think I'd want to
be in a relationship. That sounds like internalized misogyny.

jackandjill22 • 11 points • 11 February, 2020 08:59 PM 

Girls suck dicks & try to convince us this isn't worth shaming them for but resort to this? Hypocritical much?

Marino4K • 10 points • 11 February, 2020 06:22 PM 

No woman is ever going to say "well I guess my boyfriend sucking dicks isn't so bad after all".

You’re right unless they secretly want a threesome, etc
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Orange_Paisley • 9 points • 12 February, 2020 12:22 AM 

Fantasizing about a MFM for women is more about 2 men pleasuring you than 2 men pleasuring each
other while you happen to be in the room.

[deleted] 12 February, 2020 02:18 AM* 

[deleted]

Silverfox17421 • 1 point • 12 February, 2020 05:38 AM 

Many men will do MFM, orgies and gangbangs but refuse to do DP's on women because you
are literally on top of another guy, your dicks are touching and I guess you can feel the other guy
while you fuck.

Silverfox17421 • 1 point • 12 February, 2020 05:37 AM 

I know men who absolutely rule out all MFM threeways, orgies and gangbangs because you are
naked in a room with another guy with hard-on. It's a homophobic thing for them. Men have told me
that MFM and orgies are gay as Hell for this reason and they would never do it.

One of my best friends is an ex porn star, total stud. He'd meet guys who wanted him to fuck their
women as a turn-on. He would do it but the guy had to be out of the room I guess due to his
homophobia.

says_harsh_things • 6 points • 11 February, 2020 06:42 PM 

No woman is ever going to say "well I guess my boyfriend sucking dicks isn't so bad after all".

There was a thread I saw on r/drama linking from menslib that said exactly that. It was a cringefest.

[deleted] 12 February, 2020 06:23 PM 

[deleted]

says_harsh_things • 1 point • 12 February, 2020 06:38 PM 

https://www.reddit.com/r/MensLib/comments/f1o802/i_explored_my_sexuality_and_never_felt_bett
er_nsfw/?utm_medium=android_app&utm_source=share

AbyssinianLion • 8 points • 12 February, 2020 07:06 AM 

As a man who’s into femdom and sexually dominant women but must keep those urges and sexual
preferences repressed in order to not end up as a sexually frustrated FA, this is probably the truth. Liberal
western Women, as much as they endorse LGBT movements or womens right to fulfil alternative gender
roles aren’t so enlightened when it comes to accepting alternative male gender and sexual roles.

Rkellysheet • 6 points • 11 February, 2020 09:40 PM 

I guess that's kinda fair exchange of fuckery, since gay men often treat women like living dolls, commenting
on our looks and groping us.

FatGirlsInPartyHats • 6 points • 11 February, 2020 10:01 PM 

True enough. I've seen it. Drunk gay dudes especially have zero respect for anyone's boundaries.

Bildungsfetisch • 5 points • 11 February, 2020 09:36 PM 
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No woman is ever going to say "well I guess my boyfriend sucking dicks isn't so bad after all".

I do. I encourage my partner to embrace his bisexuality even! I always thought that many women and girls
like bisexual men, just look at the ever rising popularity of Yaoi (Japanese romance genre involving males
only and it is often very explicit) among adolescent girls. But maybe I'm just living in a bubble of bi friends
that all find anyone doing anything with each other hot...

Just wanna say that women like us do exist.

says_harsh_things • 9 points • 11 February, 2020 10:48 PM 

. But maybe I'm just living in a bubble of bi friends

I'm gonna go with yes on that one

Emanon-L • 1 point • 12 February, 2020 01:19 PM 

On the Yaoi thing, I think it is more of a fantasy rather than anything realistic. IMO, the problem women
have with dating bi guys is that they may one day abandon them for another guy. Some women would
love fantasizing about Yaoi, but the thought of their boyfriends break up with them for other men scares
the living shit out of women.

rus9384 • 2 points • 12 February, 2020 01:28 AM 

they don't want it in their personal lives.

Sometimes they do (I am about that post on menslib).

FatGirlsInPartyHats • 6 points • 12 February, 2020 01:39 AM 

Women say they want all kinda of things they don't want.

rus9384 • 2 points • 12 February, 2020 01:40 AM 

It's not just saying, it's literally a man having sex with a gay in front of his SO.

FatGirlsInPartyHats • 2 points • 12 February, 2020 01:54 AM 

It's like when women say they wish men were more sensitive and cried. They'll watch you do
those things at their behest and then leave you because of it. Just because do what they say doesn't
mean they won't despise you for it nor does it mean it's what they ACTUALLY want.

rus9384 • 2 points • 12 February, 2020 02:03 AM 

Well, Idk, it did not sound like she stopped fucking him.

FatGirlsInPartyHats • 2 points • 12 February, 2020 11:45 AM 

There's an article about how a woman forced her husband to be a househusband because
she thought it would be sexy and because he was a low earning sensitive artist type. It took
a while but she finally admitted that she accidentally ruined her attraction to hum by doing
that and left him. Took months or maybe even a couple of years, though.

I assume something similar occurs in this process.

turnstech • 2 points • 11 February, 2020 10:43 PM 

Gay men have their own brand of misogyny also when it comes to crossing woman’s boundaries. Just
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because you are gay doesn’t make it ok to touch us freely, use degrading langue, or make comments on our
appearance. Men are the ones out here murdering gay males left right and centre for being gay but sure
woman are more homophobic �

Jaktenba • 3 points • 12 February, 2020 12:25 AM 

Fucking LOL. The first isn't misogyny, unless you want to lock a bunch of your "sisters" up for their
misandry when they touch men however they please. The second certainly could be misogyny depending
on tone and context (unless you would say women have "internalized misogyny" for saying the same
things). The last also depends on what exactly they're saying, but we can assume it's not degrading (since
you separated them), so it's highly unlikely to be misogyny. People are allowed to comment on your
appearance, and they do it all the time to both genders, in negative and positive ways.

turnstech • 1 point • 12 February, 2020 12:26 AM 

Gay men’s treatment of women is in many instances is difficult to differentiate from that of straight
men’s.

FatGirlsInPartyHats • 0 points • 11 February, 2020 10:54 PM 

Never said women were more homophobic so not sure what victim complex shit you're on right now.

Cicero_Johnson • 1 point • 12 February, 2020 04:01 AM 

No woman is ever going to say "well I guess my boyfriend sucking dicks isn't so bad after all".

Quote of the Century!

infps • 1 point • 12 February, 2020 03:01 PM* 

No woman is ever going to say "well I guess my boyfriend sucking dicks isn't so bad after all".

I dated at least four who liked it. One actually liked watching and fucking afterwards.

Maybe you're right about the majority, but you know how stats work. Even if you're 99% correct, in a pool
of ten women, there's almost a 10% chance one of them is different. Or, if you even think you are 99.9%
correct (3-ish sigma certainty), then in a pool of 100 women, there is about a 10% chance one of them will
not fit the norm.

In other words, even if "AMALT" and "AWALT" is covering 3 standard deviations, there are good
likelihoods of exceptions even in relatively small sample pools.

FatGirlsInPartyHats • 1 point • 12 February, 2020 03:15 PM 

Sure and I'm happy for you.

I just don't think it's a good long term strategy for word to get out that you like banging dudes if you're
trying to have a decent pool of women to choose from.

ZodiacBrave98 • 78 points • 11 February, 2020 05:09 PM 

Women don't like sexual competition News at 11

whispering_pilot • 60 points • 11 February, 2020 06:50 PM 

Men don't like it too. We just have to hide it because the moment we show it, she fucks the guy we warned
about.
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[deleted] • 51 points • 11 February, 2020 07:18 PM 

LOL. best comment in ppd in a while. so true. so so so true.

her: i met this guy at work

you: cool (inside: fuck this shit)

her: yeah he's really funny

you: nice (inside: SHUT THE FUCK UP)

whispering_pilot • 15 points • 11 February, 2020 07:24 PM 

I have seen so many examples of this happening to my friends and acquaintances it still disturbs me.

Also happened to me twice, which in both I knew what was coming but I simply had no idea how to
counter it.

[deleted] • 18 points • 11 February, 2020 07:29 PM 

it's very simple. the actual solution is to tell her you don't wanna hear about other guys.

i cannot be bothered for the bullshit. when girls play games with me i just tell them to stop or
gtfo.

after you've completely taken women off a pedestal.. they almost have to make an effort to NOT
annoy you.

BCRE8TVE • 6 points • 12 February, 2020 02:41 AM 

I dunno, to me I'd be fine hearing about this funny guy and all, but I'd make it clear that she
can go sleep with whoever she wants, but if she does our relationship is over. Talk to me
about how funny he is all you want, I'll laugh with you at the good jokes he's making, but the
moment that friendship crosses from platonic to sexual, good bye. You made the choice to
sleep with him rather than explaining it out with me to get your needs met.

Not gonna try and hold onto her if she clearly wants to leave, but you're either with me or
you're not. Once you're gone, goodbye, I wish you the best, I'll be moving on. If the other guy
is a total ass and she finds out later, too bad for her, she chose to go for it, and I'm moving on.

I would think that reminding them of consequences and holding them accountable for their
actions would deter them, and if it doesn't then they have some growing up to do, and some
lessons to learn.

[deleted] 12 February, 2020 03:54 PM* 

[deleted]

[deleted] • 1 point • 12 February, 2020 05:39 PM 

women

[deleted] 13 February, 2020 06:51 AM 

[deleted]

[deleted] 13 February, 2020 04:53 PM* 

[deleted]
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[deleted] • 1 point • 12 February, 2020 02:54 PM 

Also happened to me twice, which in both I knew what was coming but I simply had no idea
how to counter it.

If you have any dignity, you dump and ghost her as quickly as possible.

intersIn • 5 points • 11 February, 2020 10:36 PM 

Is this really true? Does a woman saying like this really come off as hurtful/disrespectful? Even if it's
mentioned in a casual conversation. I have never thought about this from a man's point of view.

the_calibre_cat • 15 points • 11 February, 2020 10:49 PM 

I have never thought about this from a man's point of view.

my shocked face

intersIn • 4 points • 11 February, 2020 11:07 PM 

Christ chill out. Men and women rarely stop to consider their actions from the opposite sexs
point of view. Get off your pedestal stool. I asked because I wanted to be aware of this. You
all get off on hurting the person your sleeping with. I don't.

HollowLegMonk • 2 points • 12 February, 2020 04:30 PM 

Yes, see the thing I think a lot of women don’t take into account is that as a man you know
exactly what the other guy is thinking, and he’s not “being funny” because he wants to have a
slumber party and do each other’s makeup, it’s because he wants to sleep with her. So if your in a
relationship and the girl your with goes out of her way to talk about her orbiters it feels
disrespectful because any guy who’s had enough experience has seen it happen a million times.
You get in a big fight and guess who’s shoulder she goes to cry on? The guy she said was
harmless or was just a friend and they are fucking in a few weeks. The only way to handle it is
pretend you don’t care because getting mad just makes it worse.

Now days I’ve become very good at spotting women who seek validation from guys other than
their boyfriend and only consider them for casual hook ups. I still make mistakes though I
stupidly got into a relationship with a girl like that last year and it ended like how many people
would predict it would. I got sick of it and felt disrespected so I put my foot down, then she put
her feet down too and walked out the door. RIP that relationship. I only had 2 options, either
ignore it and constantly have to hear about other guys that want to get in her pants or break up
with her. It’s a catch-22.

I guess the good news is not every women is like that but the ones who aren’t can be difficult to
find because they are in the minority.

Curiouspersistence • 1 point • 13 February, 2020 10:16 PM 

Women have this too. Another woman makes you out to look crazy and jealous because you
object to her and her intentions. Then there she is, the cool girl, supportive, NoT LiKe OtHeR
GiRlS. There's no way to combat it unless you keep your cool until they slip up. I've always
felt the people I've lost to that game were well rid of.

[deleted] 11 February, 2020 07:18 PM* 
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[deleted]

whispering_pilot • 19 points • 11 February, 2020 07:20 PM* 

I never met someone who was afraid of another woman could steal their girl, even if they did so
what?

Another guy taking your girl means he bested you, you are no longer enough.

Another girl taking your gf? Eh.

superincongruent • 12 points • 11 February, 2020 07:41 PM 

Ever hear one of those "my wife became a lesbian and left me" stories? I don't think the guy is
fapping about it.

beto_747 • 2 points • 11 February, 2020 10:51 PM 

Ross? Is that you

superincongruent • 1 point • 12 February, 2020 02:08 AM 

So old I forgot about it, but it happened to one of my high school teachers.

[deleted] 11 February, 2020 07:33 PM* 

[deleted]

whispering_pilot • 3 points • 11 February, 2020 07:36 PM 

I couldn't watch after 3 episodes really, it felt dated.

But I get it, losing your gf sucks in both situations. Losing to a guy would feel 10 x worse
though, because insecurities would weight on you.

Does he got a bigger dick? Is it because he is taller? He is more charismatic than me? He got a
BMW? Why I was not enough? Losing sleep over this hurts.

[deleted] 11 February, 2020 07:38 PM* 

[deleted]

Silverfox17421 • 3 points • 12 February, 2020 05:34 AM 

Nope for a lot of more conservative men, it's an extreme insult. It's one thing to lose
your woman to another man. At least then it's a fair fight, mano a mano, man to man.

To lose your girl to another woman is totally pathetic because it means that you were
so unmasculine that she left you for a woman LOL. I've met a number of men who had
this happen to them, and this was their attitude. Serious rage and supremely insulted.

goneaway2thewind • 14 points • 11 February, 2020 08:01 PM* 

My Bi ex girlfriend cheated on me right in my face with another girl and it didn't register until after
we were over. I wasn't okay with it, but as a guy in a relationship these days you almost have to be
okay with her doing whatever she wants because "You dont own her" and "You're being insecure"

loke2dabrain • 3 points • 11 February, 2020 08:44 PM 

. I wasn't okay with it, but as a guy in a relationship these days you almost have to be okay
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with her doing whatever she wants because "You dont own her"

That's ridiculous

goneaway2thewind • 4 points • 11 February, 2020 08:46 PM 

Shes my ex girlfriend for a reason

the_calibre_cat • 3 points • 11 February, 2020 10:50 PM 

welcome to 2020!

AbyssinianLion • 1 point • 13 February, 2020 06:58 AM 

I just hope the legal system catches up with this enlightened post tradcon philosophy. She doesn’t
own your assets, he doesn’t own her body. Everyone can do whatever they want with their bodies
and money.

Emervila • 7 points • 11 February, 2020 05:40 PM 

excuse me, it's breaking news!

make_monet_monet • 2 points • 11 February, 2020 07:50 PM 

I don’t think it has anything to do with competition, it’s the masculinity thing.

[deleted] • 2 points • 11 February, 2020 08:25 PM 

Nor do we want diseases.

Barneysparky • 54 points • 11 February, 2020 05:02 PM 

Men with bisexual women think they will be able to participate in porn like threesomes.

Women with bisexual men think the guy could never be faithful.

I liked bi men, but only because my fantasies were threesomes that revolved around me.

sdzundercover • 18 points • 11 February, 2020 06:23 PM 

Well at least you’re honest

Barneysparky • 1 point • 11 February, 2020 08:49 PM 

Because women are not visually stimulated like guys are.

loke2dabrain • 11 points • 11 February, 2020 08:23 PM 

Tbf bi women also have the reputation of being sluttier. If a guy has a problem with dating a bi girl it could
be because of homophobia or just not wanting to date a slut.

truespirit89 • 31 points • 11 February, 2020 05:40 PM 

This is why I love pp and all these pill forums. This is a concept I've realized and thought of for years but you
can't just damn about it. People would deny it tooth and nail in real life. The amount of gaslighting people do is
through the roof.

flamingoinghome • 36 points • 11 February, 2020 05:19 PM 

You're partly right.
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Women definitely ARE funnier about bi guys than gay men (although I know some gay men who are quite wary
of bi guys). But this isn't because "all they bring to the table is sex" or even homophobia per se some of the time
(sometimes it is straight-up homophobia).

It's rather that there's a societal standard that treats sex with men as "counting" more than sex with women--
you'll see this in lesbians who are very into only involving themselves with "gold star" lesbians, as if one single
MF encounter is a pollutant. You'll also see this with straight men who get off on their girlfriends doing things
with other women, but jealous if they so much as LOOK at another guy.

It's stupid, but a lot of people feel that way.

CosmicBioHazard • 10 points • 11 February, 2020 07:38 PM 

see, I know the evolutionary basis for straight men holding this view, but the fact that it’s common in women
as well is... Worth looking into.

flamingoinghome • 6 points • 11 February, 2020 09:24 PM 

Culture is pretty relevant here, too.

Look at the ancient Romans--for them, being the active/receptive partner was the relevant thing, not the
gender of anyone.

says_harsh_things • 23 points • 11 February, 2020 06:02 PM 

I'll speculate a bit here.

For some reason, we seem to either turn a blind eye to, or have lower inhibitions against infidelity when it comes
to homosexual behavior.

If a guy says "honey, it turns out I'm red-head-sexual and just had to explore my sexuality with the red headed
girl down the street", people will call a spade a spade and say "that's just cheating".

Yet, if you sexually experiment with a guy, all of the sudden the topic becomes how you are coming out or
trying to understand your sexuality and not the fact that you just violated the relationship.

Compounding on that, many married guys couldnt cheat with another woman if they wanted to. With men they
have infinitely more options. This is much more damaging to her sense of security in the relationship.

Last, it's a question of image. Nobody wants to be the girl that's married to a guy running around outside their
marriage hooking up with other guys.

Those are my guesses, but I'm just a straight dude so what do I know?

[deleted] • 23 points • 11 February, 2020 06:20 PM 

Yet, if you sexually experiment with a guy, all of the sudden the topic becomes how you are coming out
or trying to understand your sexuality and not the fact that you just violated the relationship.

I've been noticing this recently on relationship subs. A woman's husband will start cheating with men and
she'll make a post asking how she can learn to live with it and "accept who he is" as he "explores this part of
himself," and the replies will mostly encourage and praise her for being open-minded and blah blah. No one
would ever expect her to be accepting and understanding if he was sleeping with other women, but for some
reason gay infidelity is given some kind of special status like it's totally different, and you're a bigot if you
object to it.

superincongruent • 8 points • 11 February, 2020 08:02 PM* 

This was a (ex) friend of mine. His girlfriend was trying to "accept his sexuality" or something. Finally
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people talked some sense into her because he insisted on sneaking around, and she had no idea if he was
being safe. (That and they pretty much had a dead bedroom.) He's now with another woman and I have
no idea if the guy is just living in denial or not.

(edit just thought about this more, and this guy is real betabux, haha.)

Silverfox17421 • 7 points • 12 February, 2020 05:28 AM* 

There are entire websites full of women who are dating, live with, or are married to men who are
fucking men, and let me tell you something, they are not happy campers. I'm not sure whether the
men are gay or bi, as that's hard to figure out.

The groovy woke SJW crowd thinks it's boss for gay men to marry women, but frankly it's a terrible
idea. 85% of the marriages fail and the marriage is typically a terrible experience for the women. A
lot women married to closeted gay men say that being married to a gay man ruined their lives. Gay
men should not marry women!

I think one survey found that 1/2 of men who admitted they were gay were married to women. A
recent survey in NYC found that 4% of men were gay, but another 10% of men were "married and
straight" (LOL), but they had only fucked men in the past year. LOL tell you what. Every single one
of those men is gay. So in NYC, actually 14% of men are gay, and 2/3 of gay men there are actually
married to a woman!

superincongruent • 2 points • 12 February, 2020 04:05 PM 

Interesting post and I hope people see it.

I really never really thought about this situation through a "red-pill" lens until the edit above. This
is what I considered a really great personable guy who is popular and successful and always dated
attractive women. But he is a provider and like the perfect "Beta Bux" ... he wants to keep an
attractive women for status, and doesn't even want sex. Quite a conundrum! But yes ultimately
very bad for a woman.

AnActualPerson • 1 point • 12 February, 2020 07:12 PM 

The groovy woke SJW crowd thinks it's boss for gay men to marry women, but frankly it's a
terrible idea.

No one says this. You made it up.

felis_magnetus • 1 point • 12 February, 2020 01:37 AM 

There simply is no evolutionary incentive for fidelity in homosexuality.

gundee126 • 1 point • 24 February, 2020 02:29 PM 

The same could be said for any male in heterosexually. Evolution doesn't tend to produce monogamous
species.

Also there is no evolulutionary incentive in homosexuality... duh.

felis_magnetus • 1 point • 24 February, 2020 03:23 PM 

Evolution produces a whole range of mating styles and monogamy is one of them. Not particularly
favored by mammals, but in the spectrum.

Looking at the hundreds of species where homosexuality occurs in nature, there does seem to be an
incentive: homosexuals are the most likely to adopt orphans in many species. Evolution doesn't give a
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shit about individuals, it's all about passing on genes and that's a numbers game. It appears that
having a certain percentage of offspring stand in reserve pays well enough to not make the traits
disappear.

redditthrowaway1478 • 1 point • 12 February, 2020 04:10 PM 

So, if I’m understanding you correctly, it would seem that it’s not so much about the guy at all, but actually
about the woman and her view of herself, her reputation, and what it suggests about her if her man is
sleeping with other men? That about right?

Sorta related:

Ive often heard that a woman’s sexuality is very self centered and kinda narcissistic (not in a bad or shameful
way) so perhaps her discomfort with the idea has something to do with the self centered-ness as well?

eikogray1111 • 22 points • 11 February, 2020 06:44 PM 

I am a straight woman and my ex was bisexual. I will never enter into a relationship with a bisexual man and this
is why. He didn't tell me he was bisexual, I found out and he then admitted it. I honestly did not care and I told
him so. He told me about his experiences life went on...until he started to daily harass me about being allowed to
have sex with men whenever he wanted as much as he wanted without telling me about it. One, I never agreed to
an open relationship and stated this. Two, when I said I am not comfortable with either of us sleeping with
anyone regardless of gender he then told me I was "shaming him and his sexuality." Three, he constantly told me
he would never be satisfied with me alone because I was not a man all the while telling me all he ever wanted
was to be married to a woman, specifically me, and have a family. So since I would not back down on wanting
us to be exclusive to each other, he then began cheating on me with multiple men so i walked away. Saying all
this, i am fully aware that this is not how all bisexual men are, at the root of it, he is simply a liar and narcissistic
abuser and it has nothing to do with sexuality. Yet the situation scarred me and I will not put myself into that
situation again because I could come across another man who behaves the same as him. I guess other women see
it as more competition and I do get that because that's exactly how he made it out to be. My story and viewpoint
may come across as close minded but I do not care because that man also gave me a disease, luckily that was
curable, but I cannot risk my physical and mental health again for someone's sexual preferences and guilt
tripping.

prostate-apostate • 1 point • 12 February, 2020 04:53 PM 

Why didn't you walk the moment he told you wanted to sleep with other people.

eikogray1111 • 1 point • 12 February, 2020 05:09 PM 

Several reasons, one I was in love. Two, at that point we were living together and he was assisting with
bills. And three, I told him after we had been together for a longer period of time and I had fully
processed the information and our trust and bond had built maybe we could revisit the conversation of a
polyamorous relationship. But it didnt get that far because he just decided to cheat and when I discovered
that, i left.

Paranoidexboyfriend • 67 points • 11 February, 2020 05:06 PM 

there are only 2 sexual orientations. Likes dick, and doesn't like dick. Straight men are fine with biwomen
because they have the sexual orientation they're looking for, which is 'likes dick." lesbian women aren't ok with
biwomen, because they want "doesn't like dick." Gay men are fine with bimen because they are looking for the
orientation of "likes dick".so what is four orientations is actually just 2.
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lesbians = dont like dick

bichicks = likes dick

bimen = likes dick

gay men =likes dick.

It doesn't matter how many women a bi dude fucks, he's still someone who likes dick. Just like it doesn't matter
how many pussies a bi women eats. She still likes dick. liking dick is the defining characteristic. how much you
like pussy is nearly irrelevant.

[deleted] 11 February, 2020 07:18 PM* 

[deleted]

Helmet_Icicle • 1 point • 12 February, 2020 10:36 AM 

It's basic because that's how primal instincts impel.

Generally, straight women compete with other straight women and canvas straight men.

But they simply have no bearing to elicit some kind of advantage with gay men because they can't
leverage their pulchritude or with gay women because they don't compete with them.

ThorLives • 1 point • 12 February, 2020 05:58 AM* 

IS THIS THE PATRIARCHY?

Why does it always feel like "it's the patriarchy" for every bad thing in the world seems like an attempt to
trick people into supporting a pro-feminist agenda?

[deleted] • 9 points • 11 February, 2020 06:28 PM 

pretty much

SkookumTree • 4 points • 11 February, 2020 06:09 PM 

Interesting divide. Now, there’s also Roman rules...

[deleted] 11 February, 2020 07:50 PM* 

[deleted]

Paranoidexboyfriend • 1 point • 12 February, 2020 12:24 AM 

No it’s not the same. If you like fucking dudes in the ass you still like dick because the person you’re
fucking has one. I am a straight dude aka “doesn’t like dick.” If chicks were somehow able to have
dicks I still wouldn’t fuck one, even if she wasn’t planning to put the dick in me. “Doesn’t like dick”
means you don’t want your mate to have a penis on them at all.

[deleted] 12 February, 2020 12:26 AM* 

[deleted]

[deleted] 12 February, 2020 04:22 PM* 

[deleted]

Paranoidexboyfriend • 1 point • 12 February, 2020 12:43 AM 

No that’s just what bi dudes tell themselves because they’re still homophobic and think
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they’re somehow more manly than the femme dudesthey fuck when in reality they’re still just
as gay.

The Roman’s just didn’t want to admit they were cock lovers because it was so widespread

Silverfox17421 • 6 points • 12 February, 2020 05:31 AM 

In many cultures all over the world you are only gay if you play the female role in gay sex. ~20% of
young unmarried men in Egypt and Morocco have had sex with men. But they almost all played the male
role. The guy they have sex with is the "fag," an effeminate man who gets fucked in the ass, sucks cock,
etc. If you fuck a guy in the ass or let a guy suck your cock, you're straight. The only things that are gay
are sucking cock and taking it up the ass. Prison is exactly the same.

Broadside486 • 1 point • 12 February, 2020 02:29 PM 

I somehow don't believe that most of them only played the dominant part.

Emervila • 5 points • 11 February, 2020 05:39 PM 

Extremely based.

praisethesun799 • 2 points • 11 February, 2020 10:00 PM 

Perfectly put

Tyler_Gatsby • 2 points • 12 February, 2020 12:05 AM 

This is fuckin brilliant. I'm gonna have to steal this, and use it IRL. Thank you

ThorLives • 2 points • 12 February, 2020 05:59 AM* 

I don't know about that. I've heard of gay men being suspicious of bisexual men. I think it's a fairly common
thing.

Edit:

"You're either gay, straight or lying," as some gay men have put it.
https://www.nytimes.com/2005/07/05/health/straight-gay-or-lying-bisexuality-revisited.html

.

gays are more likely to look down on or tease about a bisexual man’s relationships with women, partly
because they are not as familiar or understood, but also because this could be perceived as “traitorous.”
https://webcache.googleusercontent.com/search?q=cache:4jxz9DM_ZNwJ:https://mustangnews.net/bise
xual-men-the-illusion-of-choice/+&cd=3&hl=en&ct=clnk&gl=us

eliechallita • 11 points • 11 February, 2020 05:18 PM 

I think you missing the simpler explanation here: Bi and gay men aren't going to judge you for sleeping with
women because heterosexuality is still mainly seen as the default, there's no major stigma against it, and a lot of
bi and even gay men have slept with women as well.

Whereas straight women might judge you for it specifically because a lot of people still see homosexuality as
unnatural or dirty (and most of them don't even realize that bisexuality is a thing).

Salohcin22 • 3 points • 12 February, 2020 11:37 PM 

This is the real answer.
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My favorites were: "It's because all the gays have those gross STDs." Get an STD check then.

"When I let my boyfriend fuck other guys, I didn't like it" No one likes their partner cheating and you should
never encourage that.

"Imagining my boyfriend be submissive makes me not want to be with him" So the made up mental situation
of him not with you is what bothers you? Or the fact that you can imagine him doing something unmanly?
That's just not being okay with him having past partners.

All of this seems backwards unless you take seeing homosexuality as dirty, unnatural, or degenerate into
account. Since it can't possibly be that because ofc they aren't homophobic, the nonsensical logic they apply
to only this situation makes sense.

findingfemininity • 8 points • 11 February, 2020 05:50 PM 

It might also partly be a generational thing? I'm a younger millenial (born '93) and have dated bi men before. I
think bisexuality in men has only recently started becoming acceptable, so a lot of women are still going to have
that ick factor for it. Among my fellow millenial friends it's 50/50 on whether they'd date a bisexual guy but a lot
of gen Z women I know don't have a problem with it.

loke2dabrain • 2 points • 11 February, 2020 08:27 PM* 

I was gonna write something similar but I guess I'll just upvote yours �

andipandey • 11 points • 11 February, 2020 07:57 PM 

this is an intriguing post as I’m a straight woman who would be weirded out dating a bi guy But I have tons of
friends who are gay/bi and it doesn’t bother me.

I thought about it and it has nothing to do with competition, but rather boils down to two reasons: 1) STIs. Men
who have sex with men are one of the riskiest populations to sleep with in terms of sexually transmitted
infections — particularly HIV. 2) this one is definitely social conditioning but it just makes the man more
feminized in my eyes. It’s something I know shouldn’t happen, but I think I’d have trouble thinking of him as
this dominant man (which I’m attracted to) if I know he’s been with men. this is why I have NO issues being
friends with them, but as far as dating, it just personally turns me off. However, I think there are women out
there that it would turn them on

redditthrowaway1478 • 1 point • 12 February, 2020 04:16 PM 

Interesting...do you think it would make a difference if the guy you were dating who had sex with another
guy was the dominant one tho? I.e. He did the fucking, not getting fucked?

andipandey • 1 point • 13 February, 2020 01:12 AM 

No I don’t think so. Honestly it’s not a rational thing. It’s just unattractive to me. I could still 100% be
friends with him, I would just look at him differently.

Nowhere_Gal • 1 point • 15 February, 2020 06:53 AM 

This. Exactly this. It has nothing to do with competition - we have plenty of competition from other women
already.

The main reason for me is that I am exclusively attracted to dominant men, and I have a hard time viewing
men who have sex with other men as dominant, and therefore it's a turn-off.

Also, in my experience, many men who claim to be bi end up being gay in the end anyway, so why would I
waste my time in a relationship with someone who doesn't truly want me or feel attracted to me?
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brokegradstudent_93 • 18 points • 11 February, 2020 05:34 PM 

I know for me, every openly gay man I know first came out as bi. I know there are people who are legitimately
bi, but in my experience it’s the first step to admitting you are gay. Maybe it’s because I grew up in a very
conservative southern state and men are scared to come out. But heck even my best friend first came out to me
as bi and dated a girl for almost a year before he came out as gay. There is just an irrational fear that you are
beard and that he doesn’t really love you romantically.

superincongruent • 4 points • 11 February, 2020 08:11 PM 

I think with a lot of bisexual people of both genders, their preferences shift as they get older. I knew a self-
identified gay man who openly lusted after hot early 20s girls and bragged about how his ex-wife was the hot
cheerleader and etc. But he was in his 30s and going bald, so he knew that wasn't happening and went with
men.

Probably also the case with a lot of lesbians too.

brokegradstudent_93 • 7 points • 11 February, 2020 08:15 PM 

I still don’t want to be in a relationship with someone who’s preferences are gonna change into not me,
into literally the opposite gender of me. For nsa I don’t really care. But I know too many people who
have gotten hurt over exactly that situation

passepar2t • 1 point • 11 February, 2020 08:04 PM 

in before muh bi-erasure...

brokegradstudent_93 • 4 points • 11 February, 2020 08:10 PM 

What? I said there are definitely bi men and women out there. That doesn’t change the fact that a lot of
gay men use being bi as a stepping stone to coming out as gay.

Rkellysheet • 8 points • 11 February, 2020 09:37 PM 

There have been numerous instances of women getting married/serious with bi/closeted men and then having
their lives shattered when said "down low" dude ends up cheating with men or breaking up for other men.

This is the best explanation I can figure for this, as I prefer (out) bi dudes as partners as a woman myself.

Jathrowaway97 • 8 points • 11 February, 2020 05:59 PM* 

If they’re bashing bi-guys or trying to restrict them then that’s messed up but otherwise I don’t see the issue?

It’s just a preference. Everyone has their preferences. It doesn’t necessarily make you “phobic”.

I personally wouldn’t date a bi guy but I don’t hate them or fear them. This argument sounds just like people
who try to claim racial preferences are racist.

Also if straight women are boring why do you care that they don’t want to sleep with a bi guy anyway? It
shouldn’t affect you. There are Bisexual women who can meet your hetero-romantic needs. You might also
surprise yourself and find a great romantic connection with an interesting guy who can offer you more than sex.

Salohcin22 • 1 point • 12 February, 2020 11:45 PM 

You're right. It's a preference and doesn't mean they are homophobic as that assumes they hate
homosexuality, but it does indicate they look down upon homosexuality, see it as unclean, see it as unmanly,
and judge it.

The problem with your comparison is that race has physical appearance elements in it. Someone might not
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be attracted to bone structure. But when your partner says they previously kissed a girl before and that
changes nothing, and then they mentioned they also kissed 1 boy before, and that makes you lose attraction,
even if you could verify that was all that happened,

Then it's pretty clear that the woman finds any slight action of homosexuality disgusting and should most
definitely stop pretending like they are okay with/support it, as well as using the LGBT cause to shame and
hate on people they don't agree with.

Jathrowaway97 • 1 point • 12 February, 2020 11:49 PM* 

It doesn’t mean you look down on homosexuality or view it as unclean. It just means it’s something you
don’t want yourself or your partner to be directly involved in. You can still be respectful of
homosexuality despite this. You can compare it to views on lifestyle choices. A person can be respectful
of others choices and defend someone’s right to those choices while not wanting to indulge themselves or
date people who do.

Salohcin22 • 1 point • 13 February, 2020 12:05 AM 

Sure, that's a perfectly fine thing to want. You can never force yourself to be attracted to something.
In this case it would be the equivalent of any homosexual activity is an extreme fetish that someone
doesn't want their partner to have and would be seen as an attraction that is most definitely not
normal.

I was just listing out reasons for other posts earlier that were unrelated to you. For example, the girls
that didn't like imagining their partners possibly being submissive in the past is the example for
looking down on homosexuality, unless they are the type of person that can't handle that their partner
has had different types of sex in the past, which would be a whole nother situation

Jathrowaway97 • 1 point • 13 February, 2020 12:49 AM 

Those type of women typically don’t like submissive straight men either.

If it’s just that they think gay sex is gross then I agree they’re homophobes, but those women
typically aren’t the same women who are at pride parades or promoting gay rights. They’re the
the type that “tolerate” gay people. They may not support discrimination against lgbt people but
you also would never catch them at pride, a gay bar or publicly supporting gay rights.

Salohcin22 • 1 point • 13 February, 2020 05:02 AM 

Yeah, that's all I was trying to say. Is that It's hypocritical for them to pretend to support the
community or be preachy about it when they clearly don't actually support it and still hold
prejudice. I agree that those types of girls don't want submissive men, but the difference is that
that was in the past and if leading up to the guy telling her, he was dominate and not
submissive, then the way he acted with previous partners should be none of that girls business.
So in that situation either they consider it abnormal and gross enough for them to lose
attraction, or they are one of those people who will judge you on consensual things them and
their previous partner did.

emperatrizyuiza • 7 points • 11 February, 2020 06:15 PM 

Two women having sex are a lot less likely to spread hiv than two men having anal sex

cateml • 8 points • 11 February, 2020 07:57 PM 

It sometimes seems like society still sees bi-women as "straight but appreciates boobs - will eventually grow out
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of it when she meets a good enough man" and bi-men as "gay but haven't accepted it yet".

As a straight woman married to a man who wouldn't identify as 'bi' but is further to the centre of the kinsey scale
than I am, I'm often scared to mention it to people because a) straight up homophobia but also b) everyone goes
quiet as they assume my husband is 'secretly gay' and eventually going to come out and leave me.

I don't know why it is - possibly because gay men have always been more feared and part of a societal panic than
lesbian women (so people think 'if a guy is willing to come out he must be SUPER not into women'), possibly
something else, I don't know. But it definitely seems that in most people's heads (men and women) its "gay
guys/gay guys who will occasionally fuck women" and "straight party girl experimentation".

Long story short: Bi-guys are seen as gay guys, women are worried that if a guy also fucks guys they are secretly
wishing she has a penis.

Silverfox17421 • 6 points • 12 February, 2020 05:10 AM 

bi-men as "gay but haven't accepted it yet".

Many "bisexual" men are actually gay. They're not really bisexual. They're just closeted gay men hiding
behind the bisexual label. Many gay men age 18-35 are like this. I have had a number of clients like this.
Work in counseling. The therapy is to figure out their sexual orientation and then just hammer it home that
they are gay, not bi, and they need to accept it. Also that them being gay is a wonderful thing. I tell them
that.

Silverfox17421 • 4 points • 12 February, 2020 05:12 AM* 

Two words:

Anal sex.

That's a huge part of the distaste that straight people, even straight women, have for gay men, and it's also
why lesbians are more accepted and well-liked.

[deleted] 11 February, 2020 09:08 PM* 

[deleted]

cateml • 1 point • 11 February, 2020 10:57 PM 

I’m definitely not just in the process of coming out as fully gay and the suggestion of that is kind of
insulting lol.

Thats kind of my point - it is pretty insulting, and its bullshit, but its what a lot of people seem to believe
or expect deep down.

I’m sure you and your husband understand why a lot of the time it’s easier as a guy to just stay in the
closet and pretend to be 100% straight. It is what it is I guess.

Yeah I think my husband has no interest in coming out because he wouldn't even consider himself bi. He
basically says he can see some appeal in the idea of being with a guy that way, but he generally finds
himself attracted to women, has never been with a guy for that reason, and is only interested in romantic
relationships with women (and hopefully from now on just me lol).

Its very strange how its the opposite with bi women - like it's just assumed that they'll be the inverse of
how you feel (eventually settling down with a man when they're done 'experimenting'). Whereas I know
fully grown-up bi women who have every intention of dating both and settling down with whoever it is
that they happen to work best with.
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Orange_Paisley • 9 points • 11 February, 2020 08:14 PM 

Not wanting to have sex with you is not necessarily the same as being homophobic. I don't want to have sex with
my lesbian best friends but that doesn't mean I'm homophobic (I'm actually bi).

Salohcin22 • 1 point • 12 February, 2020 11:54 PM 

I agree, not wanting to have sex with anyone should never be labeled as any type of phobic. That's like
saying: You don't want to fuck me? That must mean you're a bigot that is prejudiced against me!

That being said, not wanting to date someone they are initially attracted to because of their past if it involves
anything less than 100% on the kinsian scale show's they look down upon, see as dirty, or judge any form of
homosexuality.

There can be a person who doesn't hate People of color, but that finds out their partner is 12% black although
they didn't look like it, and finds that unnatractive enough to not want to date them. Such a person might not
hate people of color but there is definitely a level of disgust, prejudice, judgement, and so on that they have
about people of color.

LittyKitsune • 35 points • 11 February, 2020 05:04 PM 

I'm always highly wary of the "you can't be an ally to my cause unless you're willing to fuck me" mentality.

I know plenty of white men I would call allies who have never dated a black woman before in their lives. I don't
see how who someone chooses to go to bed with at night is relevant.

exit_sandman • 2 points • 11 February, 2020 09:11 PM 

I know plenty of white men I would call allies who have never dated a black woman before in their lives.

Disregarding the expectation that you have to be willing to have sex with someone in order to be considered
a truly woke ally and inhowfar this is retarded or not: what is so special about someone never having dated a
black woman if you're living in a country where the population is still overwhelmingly non-black?

Unless the person in question is promiscuous in one way or another, it's pretty easy to unintentionally avoid a
particular minority even if preferences have nothing whatsoever to do with it - and this becomes even more
likely depending on your general social circle. If you're for example a metalhead, odds are that you'll date
mostly other metalheads, and this in turn drastically lowers the odds that you'll ever tap a black girl.

mangolover97 • 2 points • 12 February, 2020 01:59 PM* 

I don’t think they were saying it’s something special. They were just using it as a point of reference for
themselves. They’re black and are trying to empathize with OP by relating it to being black. After doing
so they came to the conclusion that they don’t think sleeping with someone from a group you’re “allied”
with is necessary to prove you accept them.

jackandjill22 • 2 points • 12 February, 2020 01:51 AM 

Idk I understand what you're saying but it's little sus.

DragoonXFury • 6 points • 11 February, 2020 05:19 PM 

"I don't see how who someone chooses to go to bed with at night is relevant."

It's always interesting hearing people justify their racial preferences as it's not uncommon for people to based
their racial preferences on sweeping inaccurate generalisations.
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FatGirlsInPartyHats • 16 points • 11 February, 2020 05:40 PM 

Why would people need to justify what they like anyways?

Tell people what you want and what you don't and if they don't like it they can fuck off. No one's entitled
to my time or affection.

DragoonXFury • 2 points • 11 February, 2020 06:56 PM 

Well, it comes up in conversations in different places for different reasons.

No one's entitled but still interesting regardless.

prunusamygdalis • 1 point • 11 February, 2020 07:27 PM 

I think for most people, they may have a preference but there are individuals that would shatter it. As in
people who have never and would say they don't think they would date blacks or asians or whatever (but
aren't actually racist, just have very little experience with that race, very little opportunity to find
individuals of that race who are on the same socioeconomic level, humans inherently are attracted to
people who are SIMILAR to us) would immediately shirk all that if an interesting and sexy member of
that race on their educational and SE level appeared and was receptive/interested.

Unless they're actually racist and worried about "contaminatin' muh cleetus genes" or whatever.

SlippySleepySlip • 1 point • 11 February, 2020 06:32 PM* 

Yeah but gay and bi men are still men. How come any guy, you're physicaly/emotionnaly attracted to, can
suddenly become repulsive from the mere possibility of him having been with another dude ?

If the answer isn't about sexual orientation, and since STDs are clearly a false excuse, I see only 2 options
left : slutshaming (disgust of people having more sex than you) or homophobia (disgust of people liking sex
with other people than you). Both maybe ?

prunusamygdalis • 7 points • 11 February, 2020 07:34 PM 

A lot of bi men are effeminate. I can sense a non-hetero man from a mile away. There is something...
primal in me that just KNOWS. And I am not attracted to them. Just like I am not attracted to other
women. I've had gay male friends since I was 14 and found out what gay was, I celebrated the passage of
gay marriage and the repeal of DADT, I think gay people should be able to adopt etc, I'm the farthest
thing from homophobic imaginable. But I don't want to have sex with them on a very basic level.

STDs are NOT a false excuse, thank you. Men talk so much shit about promiscuous women while
thinking women like promiscuous men... no. Women vastly prefer a man who has some experience with
some women but isn't a manslut. A man who has sex with man most likely has a lot more sex than one
who only has sex with women. A lot more sex = more STDs. Also, unfortunately STD rates are higher in
the gay male community. So if your partner cheats with you on a man, it's more likely to result in you
contracting something than if he does so with a woman. This is not homophobia, this is REALITY.

https://www.cdph.ca.gov/Programs/CID/DCDC/CDPH%20Document%20Library/Gay-Bisexual-Men-S
TDs-Infographic.pdf

SlippySleepySlip • -1 points • 11 February, 2020 07:53 PM* 

I don't know, I mean, condoms exist.

This still looks like a poor attempt at rationalizing hatred. Just like those racist kids meming about the
FBI crime statistics, in the end it really doesn't mean anything.

You should just stick with the argument of 'not liking effeminate men'. It's sufficient. You don't need
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to come up with other type of excuses, those make you look kind of douchy (and also kind of wrong).

prunusamygdalis • 6 points • 11 February, 2020 08:18 PM 

How is wrong to state the reality that men are, if given the opportunity, orders of magnitude more
promiscuous than women, and that a man who sleeps with men has wayyyyyy more opportunity?
Women are the gatekeepers of sex, it's why so many men on this sub hate us so much. When the
gatekeepers are removed from the equation, it's a veritable free for all.

We just know this. Because you know, we have eyes and ears and are hounded by thirsty men
since puberty.

mangolover97 • 1 point • 12 February, 2020 02:01 PM 

Condoms exist yet the stats are what they are. So either men aren’t using them when they sleep
with each other or condoms aren’t a 100% guarantee.

Mildly_maria • 14 points • 11 February, 2020 05:43 PM 

I’m a bisexual woman who dated a bisexual man for four years, and I have to say... You’re right and wrong.

I both liked the idea of my boyfriend fucking other guys, but I also didn’t...

I like masculine men and feminine women. In my mind picturing him getting his dick sucked by or fucking
another guy was hot. The reverse? Not hot. I think it has something to do with dominance. Idk. I probably need
some therapy ��♀️

Marino4K • 10 points • 11 February, 2020 06:27 PM 

I think it has something to do with dominance.

It has everything to do with dominance. I do believe even women who claim to not “like” dominance will
like it subconsciously to some extent.

Notsonewguy7 • 2 points • 11 February, 2020 06:16 PM 

Now that makes sense.

redditthrowaway1478 • 2 points • 12 February, 2020 03:59 PM 

“I probably need some therapy”

You could extend this statement to this whole fucking subreddit, tbh! �

Thanks for your honesty!

[deleted] • 24 points • 11 February, 2020 06:40 PM 

So I dated a bi guy 2 years ago. I didn’t know he was bi when we started dating and he only opened up to me a
few months into our relationship. I was very VERY vocal about how okay with it I was but there was definitely
a part of me taken aback. I tried to do the PC woke feminist version of the ‘cool girl’ act and suggest we go to a
gay bar together where we both had a free pass of kissing people of the same gender. Seeing my boyfriend
getting hit on left right and centre while I spent the entire night consoling a crying lesbian whose girlfriend had
dumped her a week ago and taken her cat with her was an interesting experience. My boyfriend was hooking up
with a guy who was quite a bit more attractive than him. I was jealous of the guy for kissing my boyfriend and I
was jealous of my boyfriend for kissing that beautiful man. I finally understood the meaning of the word cucked.
It was also really hot and I was so turned on. But I felt weird about it. Honestly there were just a lot of
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conflicting emotions happening and it’s been 2 years and I still can’t really wrap my head around why I felt
everything that I felt.

says_harsh_things • 13 points • 11 February, 2020 10:54 PM 

. Seeing my boyfriend getting hit on left right and centre while I spent the entire night consoling a crying
lesbian whose girlfriend had dumped her a week ago and taken her cat with her

Jesus, that's hilarious.

jackandjill22 • 1 point • 12 February, 2020 01:49 AM 

Lol

JohnAlanCoey • 1 point • 12 February, 2020 03:15 AM 

hahahahaahahahaha

realrentner • 1 point • 11 February, 2020 10:22 PM 

That’s interesting thanks for sharing :)

yasee • 7 points • 11 February, 2020 06:31 PM 

I don't have fully formed opinions about this but I think it might go back to the idea that having sex with a man
is somehow inherently submissive and degrading, like maybe it has similar roots to the master key vs shitty lock
bs. Also probably related to men being held to comparatively strict social "rules" for gender-appropriate
behaviour

I do think this is changing though. There are definitely women who consider men having sex with other men to
be a turn-on (source: all of the fanfiction)

SaltKoala • 24 points • 11 February, 2020 06:40 PM 

Here’s the thing. (And warning, you’ll probably be offended but facts are facts.)

Men who have sex with men have the highest rates of STDs, particularly deadly ones too like HIV. This is just
the nature of anal sex because butts aren’t designed to have foreign objects go inside them, and when you
combine that with a sexual dynamic that lacks a gender that limits sex (women), you get a much higher rate of
STDs.

Women are already at an increased risk for getting STDs from PIV sex compared to men. Having sex with men
who have sex with men is considered very high risk according to the CDC. It will result in you automatically
getting an HIV test when you go to the doctor for STD screening.

On an instinctual level women are very much aware of this significant increased risk factor, it’s why there’s a
natural disgust reaction to the thought of entering a relationship with a bisexual man. Even if you’re accepting of
homosexuality, there’s just no getting around this fact. Also it’s perfectly valid to be fine with men having sex
with each other but not want to have sex with people who participate in such activity.

Let women have sexual boundaries, my god.

SybilFae8374 • 13 points • 11 February, 2020 08:58 PM* 

This is the truth right here. Male on male sex just brings with it higher STD risks. Life and dating is hard
enough, why bring that worry in the mix. And have you read though bibros and bisexual men subreddits?
They're full of men in hetero relationships craving sex with men to the point of going crazy about it. Raving
about bi cycles and cheating on their wives and gfs.
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And a lot of them do cheat and bring all kinds of std to their SOs. If the only way you can get women is by
not disclosing your bisexuality, stick to men. Don't trick women by getting them emotionally invested in you
and years down the road telling her you want to be with men cause it's just sex.

prunusamygdalis • 17 points • 11 February, 2020 07:36 PM 

Also it’s perfectly valid to be fine with men having sex with each other but not want to have sex with
people who participate in such activity.

Let women have sexual boundaries, my god.

Thank you. More men attempting to brow beat women into sleeping with them via moral outrage.

SaltKoala • 14 points • 11 February, 2020 07:43 PM 

Yup! Men will always try to use women’s sense of fairness to try to shame us into sleeping with them.
We can’t be falling for this BS.

Remember ladies, Having sexual boundaries does not oppress anyone! It’s your body and only you get to
decide what you do with it. Don’t let anyone shame you into giving up your boundaries. You’re not a bad
person for this, those that try to shame you for having them are the bad people.

Turning_blades • 3 points • 11 February, 2020 10:17 PM 

So can a guy have similar sexual boundaries? Most women don't like when men Wants to know your
n-count and we'll just say the past is the past.

[deleted] • 4 points • 11 February, 2020 10:49 PM 

The only problem with n-count is that men with higher n’s themselves judge women
hypocritically. If you’re low n, date low n’s. If you’ve got a harem of plates, why do you honestly
think that you‘re going to get along with a virgin?

jackandjill22 • 2 points • 12 February, 2020 01:55 AM 

Facts are accurate & inoffensive however I think the premises & the reasoning it's based on is flawed. I don't
think evolutionary biology is at fault this time.

[deleted] • 7 points • 11 February, 2020 05:55 PM* 

As a bi woman myself and someone who leans very sexually submissive, I would’t care if the guy was
heteroflexible, as in willing to expiriment with guys but into sex with guys much less than he is with girls (this is
how I would define myself but the reverse). If most of his past romantic relationships and sexual partners has
been men, then yeah I would feel pretty insecure bc I would question his genuine attraction to me.

Also, if he was a bottom when he banged other guys then that probably wouldn’t work because I do want him to
dominate me. If he was a top it would be fine. I would also be concerned about stis but if we got tested it would
be chill.

I have one male friend who is bi and he is great. I would be attracted to him if I wasn’t in a relationship, but
more as a boyfriend than a fwb. Honestly a guy being bi would likely complicate casual sex and there are so
many straight guys that want casual sex that if I was looking for that I would just go for the easiest thing for
myself with the fewest risk of complications.

Also I think 99% of men wouldn’t care about women being bi bc men are more visual than women. Lots of men
watch lesbian porn bc its visually pleasing and for some bc they dont have to look at another dick. Some are
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nuetral, some might see her as hypersexual (bi women are sometimes framed this way) and only worthy of
casual sex, and some would be excited to try to have a mff threesome. Some guys do care, although admittedly
less than women would.

Ornery-Examination • 2 points • 11 February, 2020 09:19 PM* 

And let me guess, you're 'bi' and yet you're probably in a relationship with a man, right? For some reason all
these bisexual women who 'love' women so much and how girls are so 'beautiful' still always end up with
men. Don't know why that would be.

And no, lesbian porn isn't the most popular. As a straight man, infact I'm extremely turned off by lesbians
and bisexual women alike. Why would any man want to be with a woman that likes vagina, like no thanks, if
you like vagina you can go and have your cake, leave me the fuck alone, I'll gladly find a straight girl.

Like who wants all this effing drama in his life, and also I've heard about these supposed 'bicycles' where a
bisexual feels attracted to one gender one day and another gender another day. Like fuck no, please. These
bisexuals should just stick to other bisexuals.

Imagine if your boyfriend woke up and told he wants balls and dick in his mouth but he's still attracted to
you.

These people are so weird, I don't know how they can be real and how anyone can take them seriously let
alone have a relationship with them.

Oof.

And p.s.you say you're bisexual but if you had to be with a woman and lick pussy for the rest of your life
without ever being with a man ever again, you're 'bisexuality' would disappear.

[deleted] • 3 points • 11 February, 2020 10:05 PM 

Haha I literally said I was heteroflexible so you would be correct. Good guess! I’ve had sex with women
and men so I identify as “bisexual” but I prefer relationships with men. If that turns you off thats fine, we
probably wouldn’t be compatible anyways. You seem aggressive here and I don’t really think what I said
was all that inflamatory.

Ornery-Examination • 2 points • 11 February, 2020 10:43 PM 

Of course you 'prefer' relationships with men, your sexuality is obviously a facade.

If your 'daddy dom' (and I cringe when I say that) decided he needs some dick in his ass you wouldn't
be crying over him like you are right now.

[deleted] • 2 points • 12 February, 2020 12:26 AM 

You can call it a facade, but its not a big part of my identity at all. I just mentioned it in this post
bc I think bisexual women are on average more adventurous and accepting, and OP might have
more luck with them than straight women. And yes, again as I mentioned in my first post, I don’t
want to date someone who is sexually submissive. If he wanted to fuck some other guy in the ass
and he got tested afterwards I wouldn’t care.

Salohcin22 • 1 point • 12 February, 2020 11:59 PM 

As far as casual sex goes, there's no shame in avoiding bi guys as there is no way to have them do an STD
check or know how much and with who they are sleeping around.

Atlas_B_Shruggin • 22 points • 11 February, 2020 05:40 PM 
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"threat"

no. visceral disgust

CMOAN_MAYNE • 22 points • 11 February, 2020 06:29 PM 

It’s funny watching these mental gymnastics:

“Guys want low N-count women”

LOL THREATENED INCEL VIRGIN

“Girls want heterosexual men”

I’M NOT HOMOPHOBIC THAT’S JUST DISGUSTING

Atlas_B_Shruggin • 9 points • 11 February, 2020 06:41 PM* 

well maybe should stop DEER ing their preference for non sluts with argumentation and stupid
republican/christian think tank studies and just point and laugh at women and say ewww slutssss ewwww

i_cri_evry_tim • 6 points • 11 February, 2020 07:26 PM 

Sluts are icky is my favorite argument in favor of low n-count. Too bad it’s not very appreciated.

Atlas_B_Shruggin • 6 points • 11 February, 2020 08:22 PM 

Men need to stop looking for women to approve of it

mangolover97 • 1 point • 12 February, 2020 02:11 PM 

It’s appreciated by most men.

CosmicBioHazard • 5 points • 11 February, 2020 07:43 PM 

given the fact that lesbian encounters so often fly under the radar when reckoning a woman’s n-count for
the purposes of not being interested in her, Men and women with these two standards are basically
exhibiting the exact same standard.

That gives me all kinds of warm fuzzies, none of which can be explained that easily.

praisethesun799 • 5 points • 11 February, 2020 10:13 PM 

Because lesbian sex basically doesn't count, it's glorified masturbation in the mind of most guys.
Like, I'd be furious if I learned that my gf fucked a friend of mine and didn't tell be before, but if I
learned that she had a lesbian experience with her best girl it's like *meh *

No dick, doesn't count , imo

CMOAN_MAYNE • 2 points • 11 February, 2020 08:03 PM 

Umm, no?

redditthrowaway1478 • 1 point • 12 February, 2020 04:03 PM 

Why?

nemma88 • 6 points • 11 February, 2020 05:15 PM 

I thought its because they don't want to have to ward off other men as well as other women.
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adeptusminor • 5 points • 11 February, 2020 07:07 PM* 

Well...this is secondhand information...but all my gay male friends always say " Guys only go BI ("by") on their
way to Gaytown.

Silverfox17421 • 3 points • 12 February, 2020 05:14 AM 

It's BS. The number of straight men who have experimented homosexually is insanely high. One survey
found 25% and I don't doubt that one bit. Most will never admit it. They're all straight. Lot of guys try it a
few times experimentally and then realize it's not for them. It's too bad people don't realize how common this
is. Situational homosexuality is insanely common too in all-male environments. And those guys are mostly
straight.

sphealwithit • 4 points • 12 February, 2020 07:27 AM 

This should be higher up. Most men honestly engage in it because they’re just super horny and there isn’t
access to women and jacking off isn’t cutting it. It’s extremely common in places like Saudi Arabia for
example

[deleted] 11 February, 2020 07:18 PM* 

[deleted]

Nowhere_Gal • 1 point • 15 February, 2020 07:24 AM 

Yeah this is pretty spot on.

[deleted] 11 February, 2020 10:01 PM 

[deleted]

Silverfox17421 • 1 point • 12 February, 2020 07:21 AM 

So you are automatically ruling out 25% of the men out there, right? Including many of the best looking
ones, I guarantee.

[deleted] • 2 points • 12 February, 2020 01:29 PM 

Women already rule out 80 percent of men

[deleted] • 5 points • 11 February, 2020 10:40 PM 

I guess it because they can not manipulate you.

mangolover97 • 2 points • 12 February, 2020 02:29 PM 

Manipulate him into what?

It’s fear of stds, attraction to dominant men, lack of trust for most women who aren’t into bi-guys.

[deleted] • 1 point • 18 February, 2020 09:17 AM 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Manipulated_Man

[deleted] • 6 points • 12 February, 2020 01:16 AM 

Probably will get lost in comments, but I actually would prefer to be with a bi sexual male.

sadomasochrist • 9 points • 11 February, 2020 06:22 PM 
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Women's reaction to this : Gross

Men's reaction to this, which they have to hide : Gross

prunusamygdalis • 38 points • 11 February, 2020 05:24 PM*  

Lmao, you were almost at the answer there... then you veered into “women know they’re only good for sex blah”

Listen, I have a gay friend (beloved to me) who was at n=200 by the ripe old age of 23. He’s 33 now and I can’t
even imagine, lolz. Women know what happens when we are removed from the sexual equation... men have 0
self control. I love the gays, truly do, but I would never have sex with a man who sleeps with men. You said 100
women sucking your dick... what man has had 100 women suck their dick??? very very few. Very few. It’s
difficult to find that many women willing to do it. How many gay guys have had 100 guys suck their dick?
Pretty much every one I’ve ever known, and I’ve known A LOT. No shade, I truly dgaf what they do together,
but that level of promiscuity leaves one open to STIs and indeed I have 3+ personal friends who are HIV+.

Basically, as much as you trust your man you know that he is not infallible to sexual temptation and that it’s
much better if he rarely finds himself in a situation where sex with a hot woman is easily accessible and has at
least the illusion of being something he can keep secret. If he’s fucking men that is literally everywhere.
Everywhere. Men have apps so they can meet up and have NSA sex in the corner of parks and shit. They
“cruise.” I simply would not trust my sexual health to a man who fucks men. There is no barrier to entry like
there is for women, who need to be impressed and wooed to engage sexually. It’s a freaking free for all. And as
for “use protection blah blah” don’t make me laugh. Men are ALWAYS trying to get around using condoms,
you think we don’t know y’all? Then there’s two of you getting it... I’m sure they use protection often, maybe
most of the time, but it only takes once to bring something home that might give a woman cancer, infertility...

Also, if a bi guy is effeminate, that doesn’t help, we are evolutionarily wired to not be attracted to effeminate
men. I’ve met men like that who wanted to date women (was asked out by one and very confused because I was
SURE he was gay) and I do feel bad for their plight. They’re pretty much stuck dating men because they have
traits that “ping” a lot of women’s subconscious gaydar and says “do not want.”

edit: thank you for the silver, kind stranger!

Notsonewguy7 • 12 points • 11 February, 2020 05:38 PM 

Sex with men is easy but is it easy to become very trivial. It's not all sex & drug parties for every bi guy or
gay guy. It's not a lack of self control which I fully dislike as a sterotype.

Some guys will bang anything if possible and if you are into men that is what's going to happen. Other guys
are picky. The only difference is access.

This ironically reads like slutshamming.

prunusamygdalis • 19 points • 11 February, 2020 05:51 PM 

Men being picky has NEVER been my experience. Most hetero men, if provided a steady stream of
healthy weighted, sexually mature/fertile, willing women would fuck themselves into a coma. Literally
the entry fee to ride is "not fat or old" and sometimes its not even that!

I mean, look at this sub. It's literally chock full of men raging about how women's "standards are too
high" and how women are so eViL for refusing to provide NSA pump and dump sex to random losers
because... ??? There is no reason why a woman would do this, we get nothing from this arrangement,
thus the "???"

Also it's crazy what he says in the OP about FWB. How women just see it as strictly business or
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whatever. I've had a ton of friends who engaged in casual relationships at one point, and men have 0
respect for women who "give up the milk for free." If you don't require chasing, if you don't have
standards (commitment, demand attention &respect, etc) they will literally put you in the category "slut,
basically worthless" and no legitimate friendship is possible.

I had a close friend who, after 6 months of friendship during a single period, we began sleeping together.
He IMMEDIATELY started treating me worse, negging, disrespecting, etc. I had made the terminal error
of giving him what he wanted, thinking he was an actual friend of mine and we could have a fun casual
thing. Nope.

Basically, IME the vast majority of men would bang any decently attractive willing person if possible,
and if they fuck men they have allll the access, and thus this is not an arrangement I would engage in
(dating a man who sleeps with men).

It's not slutshaming, because I have no issue with what they do at all. I giggle about their escapades when
they tell me stories. I don't think they're "lesser" or "bad" for having a fuckton (lol) of consensual sex. I'm
just absolutely not gonna fuck them or try to date them.

Notsonewguy7 • 7 points • 11 February, 2020 06:03 PM 

Men can be picky. I'm picky and I don't think anything about me special I just no what I like and
don't like. Because I have the access it is less valuable. Basically the sex part is easily fulfilled so the
relationship portion is the issue.

In the m/m market you have bunch of 18-26 year olds going crazy but they aren't anywhere near the
average guy of that community. In my experience women make very specific friends with gay men or
same sex attracted men.

The guys they make friends with are never nerds, or socially awkward. A lot these guys are social
butterflies.

prunusamygdalis • 13 points • 11 February, 2020 06:20 PM* 

You are definitely unusual and “special” IME. You have a more female approach to
sexuality/dating. It’s similar... our access is basically infinite but we are very choosy for a variety
of reasons both social and practical. Safety, reputation, lower libido all factor in to why women
are so much less sexual than men and turn down 999/1000 offers (if you count OLD likes as well
as IRL approaches). We also are more responsive desire generally... so we don’t want to have sex
with a rando because he is physically attractive like men do with women.

I think most women are “demisexual” to an extent, aka they don’t experience sexual attraction in
a meaningful way (aka something they’d act on) without knowing the person, at least a bit. It’s
never just physical like it can be with men, he always has to be witty, kind, interesting, etc to get
female admiration of a male from “nice, like a painting” to “I want to ride him like a bull.”

This helps our cause also because it’s harder for hetero men to cheat. He has to convince some
low self esteem woman to take our leftovers (by fucking a man who is in a committed relationship
with another woman) and most women are personally affronted by even that idea. Like for me,
it’s insulting to be propositioned by a married/taken man. Not only is he implying I have 0
integrity/honor/morality but there is also the implication that I don’t deserve the full attention and
commitment of a man. That I should be in the shadows taking crumbs from some dude while he
wines and dines his actual partner? Most women are gonna say “hell no” because as I said, there
is more to our attraction than the physical. We want emotional support, commitment, family. But
men? I do not trust men to not have NSA sex if it’s constantly available. I just don’t. Men are the
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drivers of the pornography industry, the sex work trade, etc. they can get off on pictures of
random body parts (like tits or an ass). They are the buyers of sex dolls.

Anyway I got off topic. I’ve only known two gay men who were not promiscuous and to be
completely honest they’re both obese. The gays are RUTHLESS about aesthetics, they’re not
attracted to soft fat sacks like straight men are (tits, ass etc).

I can believe that some gay/bi men are kinda turned off by the thirst. Straight men definitely hate
being chased, they need to feel like THEY are chasing and then winning/dominating. I just think
that “pp hard, willing sexy guy” probably overrides that... regularly.

Notsonewguy7 • 3 points • 11 February, 2020 06:32 PM 

I wouldn't know if I categorize my strategy is being similar to females I see overlap. I think
my ability to over ride immediate attraction for secondary traits is much weaker.

prunusamygdalis • 6 points • 11 February, 2020 06:40 PM 

That would make perfect sense, because you're male and our drives are different.
Evolutionarily we are complimentary. For us, those secondary traits are more like co-
primary if that makes sense. Like purely aesthetic attraction is NEVER enough for me.
Never. So really, "personality" and physical attraction are co-primary traits.

What this doesn't mean, and where a lot of guys on this sub go wrong, is that one can
completely lack physical attraction and make up for it with... anything else. No. Being
physically attractive to the woman is a baseline requirement, after which there is "not
being a douche," humor, kindness, interesting, intelligent, talented, etc. When women like
a guy and "would" they often will say "X is so cuuuuuute." "Cute" in this context basically
means "I find him physically attractive enough that in combination with his favorable
personality traits I would like to sleep with him." Girls like different guys, my girlfriends
will be into guys I think are... not good looking lol, but to them he hits the physical
attraction threshold and they like the way he generally "is" so it's on, lol.

[deleted] • 1 point • 11 February, 2020 07:24 PM 

lol you seem to have quite a low view of men.

you sound like every guy on TRP when he talks about women.

Physiologist21 • 3 points • 12 February, 2020 01:52 AM 

Well she's the type of woman that overtly seems to hate everything about men and how they all
supposedly treat women but still sleeps with hundreds of them. Should tell you all you need to
know, lol.

PollaTronante • 1 point • 12 February, 2020 07:16 AM 

Well she's the type of woman that overtly seems to hate everything about men and how
they all supposedly treat women but still sleeps with hundreds of them. Should tell you all
you need to know, lol.

So she's a female version of a TRPer, basically.

prunusamygdalis • 1 point • 11 February, 2020 11:27 PM 

I’ve had bad experiences. They shape you. Especially when you see your friends have bad
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experiences as well, so yours just fit into a framework... a very negative framework about how
men think about and treat women.

beto_747 • 2 points • 11 February, 2020 10:55 PM 

That last part about effeminate men is hella me. It’s a really shitty situation.

prunusamygdalis • 2 points • 11 February, 2020 11:29 PM 

I’m sorry. I will say I’ve known straight women who liked men like that. So it’s not a hopeless situation!
Definitely get involved in majority LGBT social circles, they tend to have people who are more flexible
with what they like in a gender sense.

[deleted] 11 February, 2020 05:34 PM* 

[removed]

Mrs_Drgree[M] • 2 points • 11 February, 2020 05:37 PM 

Be civil

says_harsh_things • 1 point • 11 February, 2020 10:53 PM 

n=200 by the ripe old age of 23. He’s 33 now and I can’t even imagine, lolz.

Aids?

prunusamygdalis • 2 points • 11 February, 2020 11:28 PM 

Not that I know of.

SightBlinder3 • 1 point • 12 February, 2020 05:14 AM 

Your view of gay men is incredibly narrow minded. Maybe only gay men that are clearly starved for literally
any attention are the only ones willing to be around you?

prunusamygdalis • 2 points • 12 February, 2020 07:34 PM 

Lmao yeah maybe the entire gay community of the massive school I went to for undergrad were outliers.
Or maybe they’re promiscuous and THAT IS FINE, but not something I’m interested in romantically.

SightBlinder3 • 1 point • 12 February, 2020 07:51 PM 

To assume you know the lives of every gay man at your "massive" university is arrogant enough, and
then you add a further generalization by saying that defines other gay men.

I'm not arguing whether ITS FINE or not so I'm not sure why you brought that up. I'm saying you're
allowing your narrow experience to define an entire population, which I do believe qualifies you as
narrow minded by definition.

prunusamygdalis • 3 points • 12 February, 2020 07:55 PM 

It’s almost like I can extrapolate the behavior of straight men onto them as well as observe the
behavior of the 50+ gay men I’ve known over the years. Imagine that.

No, gay men are actually nuns. Grindr, cruising, all just mean rumors. Lol.

SightBlinder3 • 1 point • 12 February, 2020 08:04 PM 
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I can see you used your extrapolation skills to get "gay men are actually nuns" from what I
said.

Let's try rephrasing the situation in a different way for you.

Do you think men should avoid dating all women because I can name 50+ women who have
used a man for his money? Should I extrapolate that all women are just after men's money and
only date men?

When you switch the subject around it really starts to look exactly like incel logic.

prunusamygdalis • 3 points • 12 February, 2020 09:09 PM 

The percentage of women who “use men for their money” is much smaller than the
percentage of gay males that age promiscuous. There is literally data, both self reported
and more official STI/medical data, to back this up. Men are hornier than women. Gay
men have a lot of sex because there is no woman to say “no, not unless you commit to me,
blah blah”

If you have a problem with reality, sorry bout it. It is what it is. It’s not a moral judgement
and what dudes do with each other does not bother me at all whatsoever. But they do a lot
with each other. Lol.

SightBlinder3 • 1 point • 12 February, 2020 09:28 PM 

You love starting to argue a different point to distract from a point you cant counter.
I'm not denying any of that post.

A refresh for you, the topic you're replying about is: Declaring that all bi men should
be avoided because you've observed gay men act a certain way is narrow minded.

prunusamygdalis • 2 points • 12 February, 2020 09:39 PM 

How bout this: I don’t care and I’m not dating a dude who fucks dudes. Maybe
other women will feel differently. Good luck with that.

SightBlinder3 • 2 points • 12 February, 2020 10:12 PM 

Coulda lead with "I dont care" instead of pretending to care on a debate sub lol.
Have a nice day!

SlippySleepySlip • 19 points • 11 February, 2020 05:29 PM* 

It's not only about gay male sex.

I think that the general idea of "loving men" is considered taboo and disgusting by all genders. That's why
heterosexual women who have lots of relationship with men are slut shamed, same thing for gay men (who are
still hated and hunted in lots of countries), while lesbian women are wrongly seen as sexy and innofensive by
everyone else.

Somewhat, loving women is right and loving men is wrong. Go figure.

but we all know it's cause dicks are gross and weird

i_cri_evry_tim • 6 points • 11 February, 2020 07:19 PM 

Well dicks are gross and weird. That’s kinda just fact.
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[deleted] 11 February, 2020 07:53 PM 

[deleted]

loke2dabrain • 4 points • 11 February, 2020 08:21 PM* 

Hell ya. Not even counting the odor some be having.

i_cri_evry_tim • 1 point • 11 February, 2020 07:58 PM 

I haven’t seen a gross and weird pussy outside of porn so I can’t agree with the use of “most”. Either
that or I have lucked out in real life sex.

SlippySleepySlip • 1 point • 11 February, 2020 07:26 PM 

Yup

the_calibre_cat • 1 point • 11 February, 2020 10:57 PM 

So are assholes, which is what gay men have to use, so...

prunusamygdalis • 5 points • 11 February, 2020 07:21 PM 

Not "all genders." By men. Men are the ones who think homosexual male activity is so disgusting, by and
large. They like lesbians because they fetishize them. The lesbian porn men watch is 99.99% non-lesbian
actresses... acting. They just like not seeing dicks. Double vag and double tits! Great!

Same with slut shaming. Women do not tend to slut shame each other UNLESS the woman in question is
being gross about it... fucking other people's BFs, fucking around an entire social group & causing drama,
just being annoying. Then women don't like her, not because she's having sex, but because she's pathological
about it and untrustworthy. Men slut shame the fuck out of all women who have sex under any conditions.
They literally scream about "n count" constantly on this sub. A woman who owns her sexuality and enjoys
sex is disgusting to a lot of (shitty) men.

Source: am woman, we congratulate each other for finding a new man to bang if he's cool and attractive and
it's going well. We don't hate homosexual males, although we are not attracted to them at all (thus OP's
issue)

i_cri_evry_tim • 5 points • 11 February, 2020 07:37 PM 

Women do not tend to slut shame each other UNLESS the woman in question is being gross
about it... fucking other people's BFs, fucking around an entire social group & causing drama

That’s simply not true. But by all means continue the delusion of wamen good men bads.

prunusamygdalis • 5 points • 11 February, 2020 07:41 PM 

I mean, I'm a woman who socializes with tons of other women, most of whom are in their 20s. Yeah,
nobody wants to be close to the town bike... usually because she has mental issues and you can't trust
her around your man. But a single girl who dates around and has a new dude a few times a year is
standard and totally supported by other women.

SlippySleepySlip • 2 points • 11 February, 2020 08:25 PM* 

You just have different standards.

Other girls (the kind happily married in their twenties) would see you just as sick as the
nymphomaniacs you talk about, and then they'd proceed to ask you why can't you keep a LTR for
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more than a year. Implying that you like branch swinging... Which is also slut shaming.

Bottom line, women are just like men : aka people who can be very horrible to each other.

You can disagree if you want, you'll still learn it on your own one of these days.

prunusamygdalis • 5 points • 11 February, 2020 08:36 PM 

Lol, nah. Thanks for the concern tho

richlad • 1 point • 13 February, 2020 05:15 AM 

Wasn't there a recently published study that women are the ones going to HR when a girl
wears extra short skirt in office environment? And no men raised their concern or took it
up with HR other than women. Maybe someone can link that study?

SlippySleepySlip • 1 point • 11 February, 2020 07:25 PM* 

lol QED

Women good, men bad. Amiright ?

diffdedbed • 16 points • 11 February, 2020 05:18 PM 

Just open and honest homophobia.

Ok, hold up. This is a common issue in swinging too. And guess what? Its not homophobia, its just something
they don't have any attraction for and yea its "gross".

I'm not homophobic, I think gay sex is disgusting. It doesn't mean I'm afraid of gay guys, being gay, secretly gay
etc, it just means the thought of having sex with a man is a disgusting thought to me, and I have absolutely no
desire to do it. As a swinger I've seen plenty of men naked in group sex, with erections, etc, it doesn't make me
run for the hills or afraid I'll catch the gay, but I don't want them touching me or me them.

And here is the fun part.

My wife is bi. She's had sex with a good number of women, and yea its hot as hell to me because I "get" that
attraction, its wired into me.

If I were bi on the other hand it would freak her the fuck out, because guys having sex is very unmanly to her. Its
the opposite of attraction. Shes again not "phobic" its just not attractive to her at all and you are right in that shes
not alone. About 75% I'd estimate of swinger women think its a turn off, and many/most of those women are bi
themselves.

The other 25% think its hot.

There is very little middle ground.

FatGirlsInPartyHats • 9 points • 11 February, 2020 05:42 PM 

To expand on this a little if I can. I don't think you think homosexuality is disgusting because you hate gay
people. You think it's gross because it's not what you want. It's the same thing as not liking lima beans. Get
that shit away from me doesn't equate to YOU being an asshole it just means you don't want it.

praisethesun799 • 2 points • 11 February, 2020 10:19 PM 

I'm not a swinger myself, but I have the same mentality, and my girlfriend shares the same as well, I think it's
pretty common actually
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doodoogang • 1 point • 13 February, 2020 02:53 PM* 

deleted 
What

 
is

 
this?

BlackPorcelainDoll • 3 points • 11 February, 2020 07:19 PM 

What's new here? ... it was never a mystery that straight men didn't mind two women fucking

goatismycopilot • 15 points • 11 February, 2020 05:05 PM 

Women are not more homophobic they just think a bisexual guy will cheat more and have more STD risk.

[deleted] 11 February, 2020 05:13 PM* 

[deleted]

[deleted] • 15 points • 11 February, 2020 06:30 PM 

facts aren't homophobic lmao. men who have sex with men have astronomically higher STI rates

goatismycopilot • 14 points • 11 February, 2020 05:14 PM 

There aren"t a whole bunch of monogamous bi dudes.

petrichordium • 7 points • 11 February, 2020 06:32 PM 

I agree with you (as a bi guy, and one you dislike!) I used to get butthurt about this when i had a
different vision of myself, but OP even notes he is heteroromantic, which sounds pretty non monog to
me.

goatismycopilot • 3 points • 11 February, 2020 06:45 PM 

I think I am going to be okay with some random dude calling me homophobic because I don't
agree with him. edit, I don't dislike you at all, your persona here is just too Bret Easton Ellis for
me or whoever in that group of hack writers it is you are signifying for, at least you are semi
original by PPD standards.

petrichordium • 3 points • 11 February, 2020 06:49 PM 

It’s funny i think ellis is underrated, but I’d much rather come across as a nabokovian or even
houllebecquian (?) parody so i need to try harder i guess.

goatismycopilot • 2 points • 11 February, 2020 06:58 PM 

I think you have the talent to do Nabokov, I think Houellebecq is too obscure for this sub,
nobody reads, and if they did it is more Peloponnesian Wars than Euro satire/despair like
Ionesco so dunno.

praisethesun799 • 1 point • 11 February, 2020 10:28 PM 

Obscure? He's extremely well known in France , tho maybe not in the US.

And To be fair, no one likes talking about Houellebecq, he's so pessimistic for the sake
of it imo, great littérature, just not a very sunshine and rainbows conversation starter
lol

I suspect even Houellebecq hates talking about Houellebecq

goatismycopilot • 1 point • 11 February, 2020 10:30 PM 
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Being well known in France means nothing to Americans. I am not suggesting that
is a good thing, that is just how it is.

praisethesun799 • 1 point • 12 February, 2020 01:27 AM 

Yeah I agree

Notsonewguy7 • 4 points • 11 February, 2020 05:18 PM 

That's categorically not true , you just don't have a lot of options. A lot of women that I know wanted
to sleep with me but date me that's when things get shaky.

goatismycopilot • 7 points • 11 February, 2020 05:27 PM 

K

[deleted] 11 February, 2020 05:26 PM* 

[deleted]

goatismycopilot • 4 points • 11 February, 2020 05:28 PM 

Guess my experiences knowing bi dudes are homophobic then.

DivineDeftDog • 1 point • 11 February, 2020 05:39 PM 

A personal experience is an anecdote, not a socio-cultural fact.

goatismycopilot • 3 points • 11 February, 2020 05:39 PM 

K

judyhench69 • 1 point • 11 February, 2020 06:24 PM 

Bit of a stereotype.

[deleted] 11 February, 2020 05:30 PM* 

[deleted]

goatismycopilot • 1 point • 11 February, 2020 05:31 PM 

K

popfriday • 12 points • 11 February, 2020 06:50 PM 

You think WOMEN are more homophobic than MEN?

That in and of itself is bullshit.

Men watch lesbian porn for FUN. Some prefer it. Is it because they’re so woke and accepting and foreword
thinking? No. It’s because double the titties and double the fun. ALL of the men who slut shame women would
NEVER marry a bi woman. Never. So get that straight.

Also I find your definition of homophobia classic. So women are homophobic because they won’t fuck bi men.

And straight men are less homophobic even though they’re way more likely to kill you because you’re your bi.

Sounds like you’re kissing the straight dudes ass, which ironically would lead you to getting brutalized if you did
it to the wrong man. Women won’t harrass you, beat you or berate you. We just won’t fuck you. But I guess
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that’s what you and ugly straight dudes have in common, which is why you’re here complaining on PPD.

Ornery-Examination • 2 points • 11 February, 2020 08:58 PM* 

What the actual fuck are you talking about? "They're more likely to kill you?" Most men will never kill
anyone regardless of their sexuality, period. Most men will literally never kill anyone in their whole lives.

Most men don't murder homosexuals,where the fuck do you live? How many homosexual have you
personally seen getting raped and murdered?

And also, if you're so worried about getting raped and murdered, why would you ever even go near a man,
let alone have a relationship with one? Like why would you risk getting murdered and raped and berated and
all that whack shit you pulled out your ass, just to be with a man. That's like jumping in a lions den and
expecting it to not kill you. Since men are obviously murderers on the lose. How many homosexuals has
your daddy killed?

Seriously, it's so strange. "Men are dangerous, I'm afraid of going on a date, I'm scared of getting killed".
Well then don't fucking go on a date and stay single, or go be with women instead.

If men were actually like the monsters you say they are, every women would be getting raped and murdered
all the time, when in reality most women don't get murdered and instead die of natural cauaes.

I can assure you most men don't give a fuck if anyone is gay and certainly most men feel flattered when a
gay dude hits on them. Stop making up bullshit about men because you hate men.

[deleted] 11 February, 2020 07:39 PM* 

[deleted]

popfriday • 8 points • 11 February, 2020 08:14 PM* 

Women WILL fuck bi men though. They absolutely will. Us bi guys have just learned to keep our
mouths shut and say we’re straight. I’ve had sex with probably 8-10 women for every man.

This point is null because they think you’re straight. This is like saying a good man will marry a cheating
prostitute. Well she never told him she was a cheating prostitute but look! He married her!

Obviously not disclosing your bi status doesn’t count. And I’d argue if you’re hot enough some might
still fuck you, most just wouldn’t want to be in a relationship.

My bisexuality was never an issue to them when they didn’t know about it. Nothing on my part
changed the only thing that changed was their perception of me knowing that I’m bi. That’s on them
not me.

Of course it’s not on you. Doesn’t obligate them to still be attracted to you.

I’ve been harassed and threatened before by women when I told them I wasn’t interested. I’ve been
sexually harassed by female bosses in the workplace before.

Because you’re bi sexual? Your whole post is about homophobia not sexual harassment from women.
Why are you switching it up? This is irrelevant.

You’re right though I generally don’t worry about gay bashing any more than I worry about generally
being mugged.

Straight men only sympathize with you on this here cause you’re bashing women that don’t wanna fuck
on a man’s terms which is their bread and butter. You know that though that’s why you’re posting here.
Out in the streets they’d just call you gay in disguise or worse.
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You’re not wrong about women not being attracted to bi men, but saying straight men are LESS
homophobic than straight women is laughable for all the reasons you conveniently ignored.

elephantmemory7 • 7 points • 11 February, 2020 05:55 PM 

The biggest factor when it comes to women being turned off by bi guys is the risk of HIV. Added to that is the
concern that a potential partner may start to feel like he’s missing out if he is only with women and will start
seeking out sex with other men on the side.

CMOAN_MAYNE • 6 points • 11 February, 2020 06:26 PM 

This is 100% true.

It’s funny how women (especially the younger ones) tend to be the champions of social progress.

Ironically enough, they seem to dislike men who aren’t positioned relatively high on the social hierarchies they
pretend to want to dismantle.

Further proof that most belief systems are merely signals of tribe loyalty.

ColCrin • 16 points • 11 February, 2020 04:55 PM 

That's because men who have anal sex with other men are the biggest vectors of STDs.

[deleted] 11 February, 2020 05:02 PM* 

[deleted]

insultin_crayon • 18 points • 11 February, 2020 06:45 PM 

Men will lie through their teeth to get out of having to wear a condom with a woman, so there is no
chance you can convince most women that bi and gay men are wearing condoms when fucking each
other. We know its a lie.

[deleted] 11 February, 2020 07:12 PM* 

[deleted]

insultin_crayon • 6 points • 11 February, 2020 08:04 PM 

Your experience is anecdotal and not the norm.

tallwheel • 1 point • 12 February, 2020 02:46 AM 

Anecdotal, sure, but from mine and all other anecdotes I've heard, I wouldn't doubt it's the
norm. Women are always telling me to just take off that f*cking condom."

insultin_crayon • 1 point • 14 February, 2020 06:49 PM 

Because you don't disclose to them that you engage in risky sexual behavior...

tallwheel • 1 point • 14 February, 2020 11:42 PM 

Since I'm the one with the condom on and she's the one begging me to take it off, I
think it's pretty obvious which one of us is the one who has probably engaged in more
risky sexual behavior.

[deleted] 11 February, 2020 08:16 PM* 

[deleted]
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SybilFae8374 • 3 points • 11 February, 2020 09:06 PM 

How do you account for the statistics that prove this. And please don't ask me to post it
here because a simple google search will bring up CDC stats among others.

insultin_crayon • 2 points • 11 February, 2020 11:29 PM 

I highly doubt you are disclosing your sexual history to the women you are supposedly
having sex with. I suspect you are inflating the number of women you're having sex with
for the purposes of this thread anyway.

[deleted] 11 February, 2020 11:48 PM* 

[deleted]

insultin_crayon • 2 points • 12 February, 2020 12:42 AM 

Try disclosing to the next woman that you've had sex with a man. I guarantee she
makes you wear a condom, if she even sleeps with you at all.

mangolover97 • 1 point • 12 February, 2020 02:30 PM* 

So if a woman is far more likely to consent to unprotected sex don’t you think she’d want to primarily
sleep with partners who have a low chance of passing something to her?

[deleted] 12 February, 2020 05:17 PM* 

[deleted]

mangolover97 • 1 point • 12 February, 2020 05:49 PM 

Do the women you sleep with know all of this? If they think you’re straight, they’ll assume
correctly or incorrectly that they can fulfill your sexual desires and will be more lax about certain
things because they don’t expect you to really be sleeping with other women. Unless it’s a one
night stand/nsa thing. If you tell them you’re Bi, they won’t know if you still desire men, if they
can satisfy your sexual cravings or where you’ll go to get them met if they’re not enough.

redman334 • 8 points • 11 February, 2020 05:10 PM 

This is a bullshit response.

SybilFae8374 • 4 points • 11 February, 2020 09:07 PM 

We all know it's not.

Notsonewguy7 • 21 points • 11 February, 2020 05:07 PM 

For a while I thought I was the only Bi guy here. It's true women are squeamish about Bisexual men, you'll here
everything from excuses of disease fear to homophobia.

The reality is women don't compete for men. A man that is not exclusively into women freaks them on two
levels:

Alot women don't actually understand male sexuality in a M/M situation. They will automatically default to
Masculine/feminine. Most women funny enough default all male attracted men as feminine. Thus view and treat
these men as women.
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Rejection. Being left for another woman is one thing. To be left for a man is basically a chromosome rejection.

Straight women are a waste of your time. If you want better dating options you need to date bisexual women.
Even then it can be a full mess.

Jathrowaway97 • 11 points • 11 February, 2020 06:10 PM 

Why is it always boiled down to homophobia or insecurity? Everyone has their preferences. Are racial
preferences racist? Are you ableist if you don’t want to date a person with physical disabilities or mental
health issues? Are you ageist if you only date a certain age group? This logic doesn’t make sense to me. You
can accept someone as a person and not fear or hate them, even if you don’t want to date them.

Notsonewguy7 • 3 points • 11 February, 2020 06:13 PM 

I'm not saying that the preference is homophobic I'm saying the logic is homophobic. I'm not attracted to
most white women generally speaking, I don't hate white women. That said I don't have a bunch of
negative stereotypes attached to white women that makes me not want to take them on a serious partner.

Jathrowaway97 • 11 points • 11 February, 2020 06:16 PM* 

A lot of women don’t have negative stereotypes attached to why they don’t date bi guys and they
don’t hate them. If someone asked me why I don’t I could think of an answer because I don’t have
one. If someone asked me why I don’t date certain ethnicities I wouldn’t have an answer either. I just
know that’s not my preference because I’m not attracted.

If you keep pressing a woman for an answer and then she responds with some random nonsense
because you keep asking. I don’t think you can use that and accurately say her preference is based on
homophobic logic.

Notsonewguy7 • 1 point • 11 February, 2020 06:18 PM 

See that doesn't make any sense to me if I was asked why my preferences are my preferences I
can give you the physical reasons.

Jathrowaway97 • 3 points • 11 February, 2020 06:23 PM 

Honestly I couldn’t. I can articulate why I like what I like but I can’t always explain why I
don’t like certain things. I know better than to just pull a reason out of nothing though,
because that’s when problems will start.

[deleted] 11 February, 2020 08:47 PM 

[deleted]

Jathrowaway97 • 1 point • 11 February, 2020 08:55 PM 

By the women themselves because that’s akin to men who call you a b*tvh after you reject them. I’m
black and I don’t think it’s racist that some guys don’t like black women. I have my preferences and I
would hope I wouldn’t be called racist or bigoted for them because I don’t hate or get disgusted by
any races, or sexual orientations. I just prefer certain ones over others.

[deleted] 11 February, 2020 09:01 PM 

[deleted]

Jathrowaway97 • 1 point • 11 February, 2020 09:08 PM 

From my experience that isn’t true. Unless the guy is going on a rant about black women no
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one really cares what he likes.

Even if he was going on a rant only black women will call him racist but, what he said will be
defended by other people as a preference and the black women who called him racist will be
labeled as bitter and insecure.

When it comes to certain ethnicities and bisexual men I’m personally not disgusted by them.
I’m just not into them. Most people fall into this category when it comes to their preference.
There’s no disgust or hatred. They just like what they like. So with this in mind I don’t think
use of the word preference is dubious.

Your situation sounds a little different though so I can’t really speak much to that.

catbrainland • 3 points • 11 February, 2020 05:28 PM 

If you press them on why it’s such an issue for them they get very defensive but usually just insist that it’s
“gross” or something along those lines.

I'd not discount this all that much. Women in general seem to have lower threshold for getting grossed out. Also,
whether you're top or bottom might play role more than you think. A lot of people have certain take towards that
in their homophobia, perhaps owing to that homosexuality is part of aggression/submission/dominance display
in males of many species and lizard brain could be wired with that in mind in humans to some extent.

Mulkvistee • 3 points • 11 February, 2020 09:54 PM 

It's really not as deep (or simple?) as outright homophobia. If dick is something a man requires to be happy he'll
never be happy with me. If that's the case, why bother when plenty of others could be happy without side dick? I
don't want to share a man with another woman and the biggest thing I've got going for me is that her biggest
draw (not being me) is also potentially her fatal flaw. A woman can't compete with someone offering something
she can't, like a dick. Or the experience of playing part time dom to another guy, or a ladyboy or whatever other
option is off the table by virtue of being female. The moment being female becomes a drawback sexually, I don't
want the relationship because the sex isn't happening on its own.

jenovajunkie • 3 points • 12 February, 2020 05:44 AM 

Sex is a woman's power. Being bi-sexual threatens that even more.

largepaycheckaddict • 6 points • 11 February, 2020 07:46 PM 

I imagine a large majority of women simply can’t respect a guy as her partner who’s been fucked in the ass
before.

redman334 • 6 points • 11 February, 2020 05:15 PM 

Why don’t you post this in /askwoman , and see if that’s really the case. Of course I’m sure many will quote
cheating and STDs, but that’s a stupid rationalization for something lurking below.

insultin_crayon • 9 points • 11 February, 2020 06:38 PM 

I honestly would not date bi guys for those reasons. The cheating fear goes deeper than just that, though. If
they are also sexually satisfied by males, I could never be convinced that I could be enough for them in a
monogamous relationship. At some point he would have to step out of the relationship to have sex with
dudes and scratch that itch, and I'm not okay with that because I am monogamous, and the prevalence of
STD's are quite high among males in the homosexual community.
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Silverfox17421 • 2 points • 12 February, 2020 05:07 AM 

And those STD's can be bloodborne (HIV, Hepatitis B) or related to certain practices (Hepatitis A,
parasites) that are very uncommon among straight men other than dope shooters.

So bi men not only are at high risk of STD's but the STD's they can get are some of the worst ones of
them all.

superincongruent • 3 points • 11 February, 2020 07:55 PM 

On any main reddit sub, people will just grandstand about "biphobia".

[deleted] 11 February, 2020 07:48 PM* 

[deleted]

MuleFool42 • 4 points • 11 February, 2020 09:10 PM 

Simple as that, really.

[deleted] 11 February, 2020 08:34 PM 

[deleted]

[deleted] • 4 points • 11 February, 2020 11:19 PM 

lol I love your flair

from-halfway-down • 4 points • 11 February, 2020 09:44 PM 

Literally none of that makes them 'homophobic'. A sexual and romantic preference doesn't mean you harbour
negative feelings against that group of people

I've shown a lot of support for the LGBT community and I really resent being considered 'homophobic'. I can't
help if I'm not turned on by something, can I ?

piguy31415 • 5 points • 11 February, 2020 08:40 PM 

All the women hamstering their open homophobia in in this thread is hilarious.

Bpinchosrep • 5 points • 11 February, 2020 10:30 PM 

I love when people expose women’s bigotries.

AutoModerator[M] • 2 points • 11 February, 2020 04:47 PM 

Attention!

You can post off topic/jokes/puns as a comment to this Automoderator message.

For "CMV" and "Question for X" Threads: Parent comments that aren't from the target group will be removed,
along with their child replies.

If you want to agree with OP instead of challenging their view or if the question is not targeted at you, post it as
an answer to this comment.

OP you can choose your own flair according to these guidelines., just press Flair under your post!

Thanks for your cooperation and enjoy the discussion!

I am a bot, and this action was performed automatically. Please contact the moderators of this subreddit if you
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have any questions or concerns.

GridReXX • 4 points • 11 February, 2020 07:28 PM 

Yeah. I’ve seen my friends react this way.

For people who watch HBO’s Insecure they had an episode that sparked a lot of think pieces and online
debate.

One of the female main characters was really into this guy. They had chemistry. Liked one another’s
personalities. Great passionate sex. Etc.

They got into some pillow talk about past experiences. She expressed that she had hooked up with a female
friend once. But it was no big deal.

He said, “oh. Well once I was drunk and let a dude suck my dick.”

She couldn’t believe it. Had to excuse herself and head home. Chatted with her friends about it. They told
her she was being hypocritical. She acknowledged she was. She still ended things with him. He knew it was
because of what he told her.

Then later in the season she had reconciled her feelings about. Realized she missed him a lot. Went to go try
to win him back. He accepted her apology but told her “thanks but no thanks.”

goneaway2thewind • 3 points • 11 February, 2020 08:56 PM 

Satisfying

acron5n5 • 3 points • 11 February, 2020 06:47 PM 

Masculinity and especially its most toxic parts are enforced by women's preferences, no news here.

petrichordium • 4 points • 11 February, 2020 06:00 PM 

Pure Tops don’t even count as male bisexuals, sorry. That’s like ancient greek straightness.

Throughawayman80808 • 1 point • 11 February, 2020 09:55 PM 

That shit's gay as hell.

petrichordium • 2 points • 11 February, 2020 09:58 PM 

Only if you have no respect for western civilization. I understand some of you foreigners don’t
understand our long lineage of free thinking.

Throughawayman80808 • 1 point • 11 February, 2020 09:58 PM 

Idk man, sounds kinda gay...

[deleted] • 6 points • 11 February, 2020 06:31 PM 

yes i am absolutely homophobic sexually, what about it lmao

rus9384 • 3 points • 11 February, 2020 06:27 PM 

Sex between men is more stigmatized than sex between women, yeah. Because most men like watching at
women forking each other and don't like to watch at dudes fucking each other.

And men also hold most power in what kind of sex is accepted. At least because men consume more porn
and care and talk more about sex.
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Atlas_B_Shruggin • 4 points • 11 February, 2020 05:37 PM 

file this under "no shit sherlock"

goneaway2thewind • 4 points • 11 February, 2020 08:33 PM* 

The most overt double standard I'm noticing here is that many of the women are afraid that having sex with a
ton of guys increases their chances of STD whilst at the same time we should take women who've had sex
with a ton of guys.

I've thankfully dodged many STDs by avoiding promiscuous women, and I will continue to do so no matter
how much they lie and shame about it.

GridReXX • 3 points • 11 February, 2020 09:01 PM 

How many women are you having sex with? And unprotected? Should ppl be dodging you?

goneaway2thewind • 1 point • 11 February, 2020 09:01 PM 

I don't do casual sex

GridReXX • 1 point • 11 February, 2020 09:02 PM 

That’s the spirit.

Silverfox17421 • 1 point • 12 February, 2020 05:18 AM* 

I have known a number of men who told me they had fucked at least 100 women. Some went up to 200
or 400. Every single one of them told me that they had had an STD, and not uncommonly more than one.
Not rare for them to tell me they have had most STD's that a straight man gets. Typically not syphilis
though.

Really the STD's women have are pretty much no big deal for men. They tend to be minor, you most
always get symptoms, you take a few pills, and bam it's gone. I'm actually more worried about HPV from
a woman than anything else.

Women love to fuck studs, but there's definitely a downside for women to fuck hardcore slayers, players
and male whores.

[deleted] • 1 point • 12 February, 2020 01:13 PM 

Because women don't have power anymore if guys can suck another guy's dick and satisfy him.

Ltrfsn • 2 points • 11 February, 2020 05:51 PM 

Is it because gayness is mentally equated to weakness or femininity, so straight women are less attracted?

MakeMoneyNotWar[�] • 2 points • 11 February, 2020 06:17 PM 

We all know that 99% of straight guys either don’t care or think lesbians/bisexual women are hot.

Lmao, because us guys know instinctively that when you're dating a lesbian/bisexual woman, threesomes are on
the table.

noafrochamplusamurai • 2 points • 11 February, 2020 06:59 PM 

Its didactic thinking, you can only be one or the other. Coupled with the unspoken truth, that the vast majority of
women like masculinity, and want that quality. If you aren't the penetrator. Then you lose some masculinity
points.
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It's also interesting, that people believe an individuals sexuality has a permanent setting. I dated a woman that
had a friend. This friend had been married, gave birth to a child. Divorced her husband, and started dating
women. She identifies as a lesbian. Plot twist: a few times a year, she will go through streaks where she needs to
get plan B because she's hooking up with dudes. She's clearly bi( homo- romantic, hetero- sexual to be precise)
but everyone considers her lesbian. Human sexuality is complex, and I think we need to stop trying to place
aspect of being human. In tidy little boxes for demographic studies.

Silverfox17421 • 1 point • 12 February, 2020 04:58 AM 

I don't think it's mandatory for a man to be masculine. Chad really doesn't have to be masculine. Hell, Chad
can even be gay! I hung around Hollywood for many years and I saw many very goodlooking bisexual men
(one was a gay man in the closet and others may have been also) with the hottest women you could possibly
imagine.

Also although I am straight, it's been pretty common for people to think I am gay, bi, ex-gay or whatever in
my life, especially when I was younger. I dislike effeminate men and I don't believe I am effeminate.
However, I am a pretty soft guy, so maybe that's it. I was supposedly very handsome when young and I even
had modeling offers. I think my looks are shot in late middle age but even women 18-25 or even underage
girls keep saying that I am handsome, hot, sexy, etc. All I have is a pretty boy face, which may be part of the
gay thing. I am also quite thin and have no muscles at all. My Game has always been excellent though.

Of course I lived Chad's life especially when younger because women could care less if Chad is gay or bi or
ex gay or whatever. They also could care less if Chad is a soft man or not very masculine. They could care
less if Chad is thin or has no muscles. I suppose there were quite a few women for whom this stuff is a
turnoff, but I've had good success with women in my life, even to this very day.

I guess the takeaway here is that Chad breaks all rules.

Women don't care if Chad is gay, bi, used to be gay, etc.

Women don't care if Chad is not particularly masculine.

Women don't care if Chad has a pretty boy or feminine face.

Women don't care if Chad is thin or skinny.

Women don't care if Chad has few to no muscles.

I mean sometimes they would bitch about me not being muscled out and not being very masculine. They
would pout a bit. Then they would go back to fucking me 4, 5, 6 hours a day. They can't resist that damned
pretty face. The other shit barely even matters.

We keep hearing on this sub how women demand certain men and and are not attracted to this or that, but if
he had that damned male model pretty boy face, he will slay like a maniac anyway.

I guess another takeaway is how much women care about the face. That's literally all I have. Women always
rate face first in attraction lists, and it's no lie.

Of course 70% of men are not Chad. Maybe 30% of men are 7-10. Or maybe it's less, who knows. Once you
get down to men with normal to homely looks, all this other stuff may well matter.

With Chad, everything is an add-on. Women don't get turned on by brains, but for me, it's an add-on. Can't
tell you how many women said they wanted to fuck my brain. But the brain needs a pretty face on it.

Fame, money, power, status - all that is just add-ons for Chad. If there's no nice face attached to it, it's of
dubious importance.

Game is also a Chad add-on. But Game minus Looks is nearly worthless IMHO.

Any of these add-ons will definitely improve Chad's success, but he will bang hard even without them.
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These things are of primary sexual importance to women: the face, the face, the face, the face, and the face.

As you can see, I am ultra-Black pill. I actually hate Black pill, but to me it's scientific fact, so I must believe
it.

chocolatefondant21 • 2 points • 11 February, 2020 09:15 PM 

I mean yes you got most of it. There's no point in me competing with other MEN for a partner. We all know how
thirsty men are. With a straight guy I can sit pretty knowing that I'm more attractive than most women and he'll
know how lucky he is. I just don't even want to go there if I know you can and will get your rocks off with other
men.

And since bi guys are a small minority I don't see this changing anytime soon.

thedeadpill • 2 points • 12 February, 2020 01:59 AM 

There is plenty of data to show that women are generally intolerant of bisexual men. OKcupid had published
data (that has since been taken down, hmm, I wonder why) showing that two thirds of women would not date a
bisexual man.

Second, a survey conducted by Glamour with over 1,000 women showed that 63% of women would not date a
man who fucked another man. https://www.glamour.com/story/glamour-sexuality-survey

Third, if you think Glamour isn't legit, another survey, with 500 North Americans and 500 Euros showed a
whopping 81% of women would not date a man who had fucked another man.
https://www.zavamed.com/uk/sexual-journeys.html

We all know that 99% of straight guys either don’t care or think lesbians/bisexual women are hot.

It's like, 30% in the second source. No data from the Glamour survey.

Anyway, yeah, I don't think I can change your view, because it's true. Others can talk about anecdotes, but all
the hard evidence around points to women being intensely biphobic. Anecdotally, I've met a fair number of bi
men, and I'm pretty sure most/all of them are still in the closet.

[deleted] 12 February, 2020 02:03 AM* 

[deleted]

thedeadpill • 1 point • 12 February, 2020 02:11 AM 

Which leads to the biggest complaint about gay guys about bi men

Gay guys want more meat and more allies. They want to be more mainstream. Society doesn't care about
men, but it cares about men who aren't useful to women even less.

Which is what many and I would even hazard to say most bi guys do.

Idk about you, but I grew up in the 80s and 90s where being anything but straight would get your teeth
kicked in. I vividly remember a clique of Christian girls in elementary school talking about how they'd
drown their own sons in the tub if they turned out gay.

It was also the height of the aids crisis, which was kind of a big deal.

So, yeah, as I get older, it becomes less and less likely that I'm going to date and fuck another man. I
didn't experiment in uni, and I'm so removed from that culture now that... I don't even know where to
start. I find some men attractive, but... it always feels like a bridge too far. It'd have to fall in my lap (hur
hur).
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And people are still biphobic/homophobic. If I ever 'come out', am I going to lose friends? More than I
lost in my divorce, or less?

It really is just easier to present as straight. It isn't shame... it's prudence.

Vinewood_Bro • 2 points • 12 February, 2020 02:28 AM 

I imagine that it's hard to compete with men in the bedroom when they tend to have much higher sexual
appetites than women

funobtainium • 2 points • 12 February, 2020 03:29 AM 

I would be fine with this, but if you're a bit jealous or insecure, your partner possibly being tempted by either sex
could be a bit too much.

We all know that 99% of straight guys either don’t care or think lesbians/bisexual women are hot.

Men don't worry about this as much with bi women because they elevate dick a lot in this scenario (hence, the
way some think that they can "turn" lesbians with dick).

Cicero_Johnson • 2 points • 12 February, 2020 04:00 AM 

Do you REALLY think your GF likes to picture you biting the pillow?

No, I don't mean fantasizing about it--I mean KNOWING you are doing that for other men. Then factor in the
male/male promiscuity factor (a gay male is more likely to have had 4+ partners in the previous year than 1
partner, where 70% of straight women have had 1 partner in the last year), and she is concerned about a lot of
things that do not come into play with a straight boyfriend.

I mean, like it or not, women sorta want us to be men. The knowledge that their BF also periodically doubles as
the "receptacle" for other men... I trust you can understand how that might put them off. Most women still want
their man to be "the man". To know he doubles as "the woman" for other men is not something they are used to.

Make no mistake, I am not judging you, but can you understand how having a BF who does such things might be
a wee bit more than they signed on for.

https://contexts.org/blog/an-unequal-distribution-of-partners-gays-versus-straights/

RedPillMissionary • 2 points • 12 February, 2020 08:54 AM 

This is not homophobia. Most Women don’t want to date gay guys or guys who might leave them for a dude
someday

rothkochapel • 2 points • 12 February, 2020 10:33 AM 

Women being biphobic towards men is absolutely a thing, I'd even argue the more woke/progressive they are the
more phobic they are in this regard.

blackedoutfast • 5 points • 11 February, 2020 09:12 PM 

Good. STDs would be a non-issue for people in the heterosexual community if you bisexuals and "down low"
guys weren't transferring all the nasty shit from the homosexual men to hetero women.

It's not just baseless homophobia, it's a scientific fact that it's much riskier for a woman to have sex with a
bisexual man than with a normal striaght hetero man.

djentropyhardcore • 3 points • 11 February, 2020 05:43 PM 
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I think straight people in relationships with bisexual people feel threatened we (bisexual male as well) will leave
them for the same sex. It's a matter of control. I think men are less likely to get visibly triggered by it because
men would just write off a woman that left him for a woman a "lesbian", to rationalize it (and because men can
control their emotions more, generally speaking). Women do the same thing, but they wear their emotions on
their sleeve, so you hear about it more.

[deleted] • 2 points • 12 February, 2020 01:32 AM 

I comment about this concept alot, but for most modern "feminist" (mainstream lib-fem) women, much of their
political and activist leanings are perfomative and nothing more. Women are very much atuned to groupthink,
they positivley label this as being "more socially adept" or "having a higher EQ instead of IQ". It's really just
more of the evo-psych conditioning playing out: men are already born into a world where they are inherently
valueless UNTIL they prove themselves worthy of female attention (social proof), whereas women are gifted
attention for simply possessing the means to reproduction and the creation of a family lineage.

Men that start with nothing in the social sense have less to loose by going against the grain, whereas women
have more to loose in terms of safety and security by ostracizing themsleves with beliefs that buck the dominant
social norms.

Its why French women created a Baby Boom in WWII with all the Deutschland Fritzes that invaded, it wasnt
just brute germans raping and pillaging, it had more to do with women as a group doing what they always do:
quietly realign themselves to whatever the dominant power structure is in order to secure the benefits awarded to
the stronger men.

Now modern women are faced with a conundrum: the dominant social norms tell them to shun traditional
masculinity and instead celebrate with feminized men at pride parades while espousing these expectations that
men "step aside and make room" in positions of leadership and relationships. But wait! This is not what makes
them feel desireable! It doesnt actually arouse or entice! No matter howany empowering books they read, they
can't seem to reprogram their instincts for masculine dominant men! So what do you do? Pretend, of course!
#Resist #BelieveWomen #LeanIn #Lovetrumpshate all day long in the public spheres online and in the streets,
but when they're looking for a date, it comes as no suprise that men who tick the boxes for traditional
masculinity clean house. Its the Antifa chick that hooked up with a hot gym bodied wallstreet broker, the "queer
PoC" activist of asian descent that's been seeing the Jockstrap All-American Johnny athlete on campus, the
proud single mom that writes for feminist blogs bemoaning the fact that she's no longer getting catcalled in her
late 30s and still blaming "the patriachy" for making her miss the male attention (Hey there, Jessica Valenti).
These women never actually WANt what they're campaigning for when it comes to their bedroom or ringfinger,
its just an act they put on to fit in with the dominant #wokeCapitalism culture vultures.

Also, I would love it if some snarky feminist tags this with #MakingWhiteDudesTypeParagraphs, it would only
further prove my point.

Harriett- • 1 point • 12 February, 2020 09:05 AM 

Oh god, very bad over analyzation.

[deleted] • 1 point • 12 February, 2020 02:58 PM 

As if on cue.

[deleted] 11 February, 2020 07:16 PM* 

[deleted]

LillthOfBabylon • 1 point • 12 February, 2020 07:55 AM 
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If you’re actually black, like I am, you’d know that HIV is a problem. Think statistically. Who’s most likely
to have that virus?

[deleted] 12 February, 2020 11:10 AM* 

[deleted]

LillthOfBabylon • 1 point • 12 February, 2020 01:14 PM 

Isn't ATL like Black California? Mom's been in Atlanta for college and the fact she correctly guessed
Lil Nas X is from that area is amazing.

you go to the club scene and see the same group of guys with a different women every other
weekend... can't be a coincidence.

I would imagine its a similar issue with Gay guys where too many are fucking random men with little
to no protection.

Then factor in Black men's disproportionate chances to go to jail. Doubt there's ANY protection in
jail.

make_monet_monet • 2 points • 11 February, 2020 07:50 PM 

Survey results bear your point out, as do myriad other studies showing women punishing or demonizing gender-
bending behaviors in men.

In general, women want men to actualize the things they are incapable of actualizing — so they want strong,
violent, dominating men. Easy to see how this is a turn off for them.

KazROFL • 2 points • 12 February, 2020 05:49 AM 

bi-guys are the #1 STD vector for straight women. They should be EXTREMELY wary.

SlippySleepySlip • 2 points • 11 February, 2020 07:07 PM* 

Everytime, I'm amazed to see so much people trying to rationalize their own hatred, no matter the subject. Stop
hiding behind 'muh STDs' and just admit gay/bi men disgusts you. That'd be the first step. Therapy being the
next.

AutoModerator[M] • 1 point • 11 February, 2020 04:47 PM 

Hi OP,

You've chosen to identify your thread as a CMV. As such you are expected to actively engage in your own
thread with a mind open to being changed. PPD has guidelines for what that involves.

OPs author must genuinely hold the position and you must be open to having your view challenged.

An unwillingness to have your view challenged may be inferred from one or several of the following:

Asking few or no genuine questions;

Seeming more interested in arguing or convincing others than understanding opposing views;

Ignoring the main point of a comment, especially to point out some minor inconsistency;

Refusing to make concessions that an alternate view has merit;

Focusing only on the weaker arguments;
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Explicit statements of an intent to change the other posters’ minds; or

Only having discussions with users who agree with your position.

Failure to keep to this higher standard (we only apply to CMV OPs) may result in deletion of the whole thread.

I am a bot, and this action was performed automatically. Please contact the moderators of this subreddit if you
have any questions or concerns.

PollaTronante • 2 points • 12 February, 2020 05:11 AM 

I don't disagree with you, OP, because I'm not a bisexual man and so I don't have personal experience. But
this makes me so sad. I find bisexuality and same sex experimentation HUGELY attractive in men. One of
my ultimate fantasies is to have a threesome with two bi guys. So sad that I may never meet one (or two!)
openly bi men because so many feel like they have to hide their identities.

mangolover97 • 1 point • 11 February, 2020 07:31 PM 

I don’t know if I’d call it homophobia but I sat down and thought about this not too long ago when my friend
who I thought was gay came out as bi. The whole conversation we had made me wonder if I was biphobic or
not. I can’t speak for other women but the reasons I wouldn’t date a bi-guy are:

-Some of my family is homophobic and that’d be messed up to bring him around that.

-Paranoia from what other gay/bi men have told me about bi men.

-Worry that I couldn’t be a supportive partner or really accept it. Even I was with a guy who didn’t cheat but he
liked watching gay porn or going to gay strip clubs idk how I’d feel. I can’t imagine my SO would feel ok
knowing I don’t accept that though.

I don’t hate gay or bi men though.

MuleFool42 • 1 point • 11 February, 2020 09:11 PM 

What have other gay/bi men told you about bi men?

mangolover97 • 3 points • 11 February, 2020 10:06 PM* 

That some will pretend to be straight and won’t disclose to women they’re interested in.

More “straight” men are secretly bi than straight women think. Some have even gone to say that most
men aren’t 100% straight they’re just afraid to explore.

That after a while they’ll start craving men again and have an emotional affair even if they don’t have a
physical one. Which a friend is actually involved in right now, but he’s trying to break it off.

That men who hide their sexuality end up being miserable and depressed about it. They’ll start pulling
away from their partner.

Silverfox17421 • 2 points • 12 February, 2020 05:02 AM 

For some reason, I have been the world's biggest queerbait. I'm straight but gay and bi men can't get
enough of me. Been dealing with it my whole life, and I second this post. People literally have no
idea how many men are bisexually active. It would blow you away to find out.

Straight society is full of them. Many men who are married, with kids, live with women, etc. are
bisexually active. I have had the most masculine men come onto me, too. Like cops, you name it.
And yeah, they're mostly closeted about it. Some are out though and their women literally don't GAF
or even think it's hot. And a lot of these men are with seriously hot women.
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Silverfox17421 • 2 points • 12 February, 2020 05:04 AM 

Some of the most fucked up men I have ever known appeared to be bisexual, so I thought bisexual
men were not real stable. Later I found out that all of these men were closeted gays. Maybe some can
handle, but being closeted makes a lot of gay men seriously disturbed and head-fucked.

Closets are for clothes!

CosmicBioHazard • 1 point • 11 February, 2020 08:27 PM 

You mean to tell me both straight men and women show a tendency to be more upset about the prospect of a
partner with a past shagging men than women?

I want a unified theory on this, really, really badly.

Alter_Ego_Maniac • 1 point • 11 February, 2020 08:37 PM 

Maybe I'm weird, or maybe I watched too much Queer As Folk as a teen. I (mostly straight female) have always
found two dudes to be incredibly sexy. I'm also incredibly lucky that my family has many out and accepted gay
men both older and younger than me and know how to treat a gay man like a man and a person.

dinobaglady • 1 point • 11 February, 2020 09:34 PM 

I’m a bi woman and I think a bi man would be totally fine. That being said, I’ve been in traditionally
monogamous heterosexual relationships, but wouldn’t mind some ethical non-monogamy.

One of my partners had his first sexual experiences with another guy, and I found it super hot when he talked
about it.

Maybe it matters that I’m not a sexually jealous person. I’d be way more jealous of a close romantic bond than a
fling with any gender.

[deleted] • 1 point • 11 February, 2020 09:41 PM 

You are right. That's also what I've realized as a straight guy from my ex-es or female friends, even the ones
who've had some lesbian experience.

But even though most girls are turned off by gay or bi guys, some of them really like fingering their bfs in the
ass which is contradictory, to say the least.

[deleted] • 2 points • 11 February, 2020 11:15 PM 

How is that contradictory? Is it contradictory that I like to give my husband a blow job even though I
wouldn't want him to get one from a dude?

[deleted] • 1 point • 11 February, 2020 11:17 PM 

I'm talking about fingering a guy in the ass. That's literally gay.

skystar86 • 1 point • 12 February, 2020 12:12 AM 

How? Gay means man with man or woman with woman.

[deleted] • 1 point • 12 February, 2020 07:19 AM 

A man's ass must always be impenetrable.

AnotherWitch • 1 point • 11 February, 2020 10:05 PM 

It’s because of the stereotype for bisexual men, which states that they’re ultimately just gay. That makes your
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bisexuality a threat to women and a confirmation to men.

sunifunih • 1 point • 11 February, 2020 10:23 PM 

Yes, you’re right. Far too often The guy fantasizing about a threesome, with woman and another woman. But
they’re refusing to have a threesome with another dude, with the whole gay program. And when talking about
this with women, they find all of this disgusting.

ontherailstoday • 1 point • 11 February, 2020 11:34 PM 

" I think the main issue for them is they feel very threatened by it. " Not threatened as such but I do see being
straight as in my favor much as men see being somewhat inexperienced as a plus in a female partner,.

At least if you cheat with another woman you probably had to either work like crazy for that cheating or she's a
busted face fat cow or you paid to do so. If you want to cheat with another man... other men are available in
public toilets. I'm not naturally averse to bi men but I see not being bi as a useful functional characteristic of a
prospective male LTR partner. With a straight guy, his own inclinations kind of have my back when it comes to
cheating.

madcockatiel • 1 point • 12 February, 2020 12:14 AM 

I’m guessing you live in a conservative area? In my circles (artsy, queer, big city) it’s really not like that. If
anything most of my friends would consider bisexuality a plus in a man. I know I would.

For those who are wigged out about it, I highly doubt that “feeling insecure because men are just soooo much
better as people and how can they measure up” is the reason. It’s probably just good old fashioned homophobia,
manifesting as a visceral “ick” feeling about gay sex. Sometimes even performatively woke people have issues
that they need to work through.

[deleted] 12 February, 2020 07:02 AM* 

[deleted]

madcockatiel • 1 point • 12 February, 2020 07:53 PM 

No, I just find that men who know what it’s like to date men tend to be less myopic about their behavior
in relationships with women, and are less likely to hold sexist beliefs. However there are clearly
exceptions, such as op.

i_have_a_semicolon • 1 point • 12 February, 2020 03:23 AM 

Where's automodd

healththrow345 • 1 point • 12 February, 2020 05:01 AM 

No it's just that women want as close to masculine as possible and a man who's been with other men feels the
opposite. Nothing threatening but it's not a nice image for many women whereas women being with other
women seems more understandable and feminine. Double standard.

Yokowi • 1 point • 12 February, 2020 07:35 AM 

Since we both bisexuals, can't say nuttin :D

[deleted] • 1 point • 12 February, 2020 12:50 PM 

Not just straight women, society as a whole shames bisexual guys. Same with gay guys. They're seen as inferior
than "masculine" straight men. It's easier to be a bisexual woman or a lesbian.
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CultistHeadpiece • 1 point • 12 February, 2020 02:17 PM 

doodoogang said:

Eh, I’ll bite because I don’t mind being called out as a shitty person or whatever.

I’m bisexual woman, usually date men because it’s easier/hard for me to find femme lesbians or bisexual
women that are into femmes.

I have little to no interest in dating a bisexual man. And no, it’s definitely not fear of being cheated on,
because as a bisexual myself I don’t think we are any more promiscuous or likely to cheat than anyone else.

Unfortunately, these women probably are not lying to you. I wouldn’t use the word gross personally as it’s
kind of harsh, but honestly yeah, the thought of my male partner engaging physically with another man is a
huge turn off to me. I’m definitely not homophobic, even man on man PDA from friends or strangers doesn’t
bother me in the slightest, I’m just not attracted to it whatsoever. I don’t think it makes them less of a man or
anything, but it just doesn’t appeal to me at all. I am allowed to be turned off by whatever I want and partner
up with whoever I want thankfully.

However, if someone didn’t want to date me because I was bi, I would simply think it’s a bit odd because
girl on girl is more socially accepted, but I wouldn’t care ultimately. Nor would I think it’s necessarily
homophobic. But that’s just me, I’m very hard to offend.

Source: r/RightwingLGBT/f2qm57/comment/fhe8sc8

Priyyy_8211 • 1 point • 12 February, 2020 02:48 PM 

As a woman personally I would not be bothered at all if my bf was bi but I do understand the feeling threatened
part because there is a stereotype of bisexual people of all genders being more promiscuous for some reason and
women don't like the thought of being cucked by a man. Also disease but if ur tested I don't see there being an
issue with that either. Over all I think this is probably more of an issue with more conservative and/or older
straight women. Oooh also I think it'd be fun cuz most men aren't into the idea of having threesomes with other
men but for bi guys that whole arena is opened up.

infps • 1 point • 12 February, 2020 02:55 PM 

My experience has been that gay dudes sometimes hate and fear bisexuality. There's a lot of disgust for women
and female anatomy, etc in some gay cliques.

How many times did gay guys lecture me about how I was really just gay.in denial/trying to fit in/etc? Plenty.

Meanwhile, I actually like women more than men. I just happen to be aware I am aroused by both, particularly
based on scent.

bonobo-no • 1 point • 12 February, 2020 03:06 PM 

I'm only 17 and have never been in a relationship but I would think that straight girls might freak out because
they don't want to get HIV/AIDS (which is a homophobic assumption to think all men who have had sexual
experience with other men have it).

bcool87 • 1 point • 12 February, 2020 03:21 PM* 

Well, if there's one thing a woman prides herself on, it's on being a good selector. But it's not just a pride thing, it
has darn near life or death stakes. And so when she picks the wrong guy-- the guy who seems charming over text
but a bore in person, the guy who woos her into bed but can't keep it up or make the right moves, the guy who
she falls for but who doesn't stick around -- she internalizes these bad choices deeply and questions her own
selection mechanism.
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Not to make this about me (straight guy) but I saw it pretty clearly with the hottest girl I ever dated. It was an
LDR, and things sort of went to shit after a few months as I started to become a little more needy. We were
intimate very quickly; she was highly attracted to me and saw me as a catch. At one point she Ubered 2 hrs to
see me on her dime. The whole women make rules for betas and break them for alphas definitely applied.

However, as I got more needy, all of a sudden, the questions many women ask at the beginning of a
relationship... she was asking now. Before she was certain about me but now she was unsure. And more to the
point, she was questioning her own selection mechanisms in real time.

A similar phenomenon happens, I'd argue, when women are shocked to find out a guy they're with or have been
with isn't (all the way) straight. They internalize it. They question their own testing devices. This isn't to say a bi
guy couldn't be a match for a girl, but that she should've known about it. And as a corollary to this, watch how
relieved women get when they discover a guy who never paid them any attention comes out as gay. Sure, it's
partly preservation of ego. But it's also their own "gift" as selectors being affirmed.

mydikishomofobik • 1 point • 12 February, 2020 04:46 PM 

Men who have sex with men (MSM) have much higher-than-avg rates of STIs. So as a straight non-gay, non-bi
man who never fucked another man and never will, I'd prefer not to share punani with bisexual men. For that
reason, I wouldn't blame women for not wanting to fuck bi men.

If women don't want bisexual men, it does contradict the way a lot of them act like they're pro lgb-whatever, and
love to hang out with gay men. But we already know women generally aren't honest about what they like (i.e.
saying they want nice guys but fucking assholes).

The real reason women love gay men so much is gay men, unlike most guys, aren't a sexual threat to them or
aren't trying to fuck them all the time. That's why it's hypocritical for them to call me a homophobe if I don't
want to hang out in a gay bar bathhouse with assless chaps cause being sexually harassed by other men all day
isn't my cup of tea.

It's also funny that a lot of women mess with closeted men (long list of public figure men being married with
kids, but getting caught fucking men or boys). As for men not being homophobic when it comes to bisexual or
lesbian women, I think most guys don't care if a woman says she's bi or lesbian as long as she has sex with them.
Me included.

MercyYouMercyMe • 1 point • 12 February, 2020 05:06 PM 

The Romans figured this out 2000 years ago. A man fucking a man wasn't gay, getting fucked/submitting to a
man was gay and unmasculine.

Women want masculine men, ergo a bisexual man has questionable masculinity to them.

AngelicChagrin • 1 point • 13 February, 2020 01:14 AM 

In my opinion, the main issue is that a large number of men value sex disproportionately highly, and as you
mentioned, being open to sex with other men just creates a situation where the woman perceives there being
WAY too much temptation for their bi boyfriend to cheat on them.

At least if it was another woman it would take at least a little bit of his time or money- something she could pick
up on. But as you said, lots of men just want to fuck something. Two horny men might even settle for each other
when there's only the minimum level of attraction and literally no other relationship facets.

Add the increased potential to contract HIV to that equation and yes, many women will get uncomfortable.

richlad • 1 point • 13 February, 2020 05:30 AM 

It's simple case of jealousy.
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How can women be more attractive:

Makeup (when she wakes up next day it washes away)1.

Outfit (most guys don't care or remember what she's wearing, most would prefer women naked instead of2.
in $1000 outfit.

Hit gym, dieting, get lean that's it3.

Make breast augmentation4.

Meanwhile Men:

Take testosterone shots, steroids or SARMs, hit gym and many more muscles visible. Lot more aesthetic
possibility is with men that I saw being 100% straight and I am disgusted by gay or bi men or women.

If women do same, they develop deep voice or beard or lose their hair and become unfeminine.

You can achieve super low body fat and achieve Greek god figure.

Every guy in WWE is walking example of what men can achieve if they take some risks and workout hard.

I am seriously considering turning Bi after reading this thread and thinking about this stuff.

FreakXAurora • 1 point • 13 February, 2020 07:30 PM 

I’ve found this too. Women are kinda mean in that regard.

AccomplishedPumpkin3 • 1 point • 14 February, 2020 06:41 AM 

It’s not homophobic to not find bisexual males attractive. Like others have said, in the western culture, a man
having sex with another man reduces his perceived masculinity. I think it’s kind of like if a girl cut her hair
short, she would have a hard time fitting into conventional ideas of femininity.

[deleted] • 1 point • 18 February, 2020 09:20 AM 

I know lesbians do.not like bi women because they feel gay and bi sexual woman should have sex with the
enemy.

stickyhoneycomb • 1 point • 19 February, 2020 01:28 AM 

Maybe you can shame women into expanding their dating pool. This is genius.

Nmbr1Stunner • 1 point • 21 February, 2020 09:16 PM* 

I’m a born female African-American woman, Gen X, I only dates guys under 30 (any race, if he’s hot but mostly
white) and I’m mostly sexually dominant. Just because a woman doesn’t want to have sex with a bisexual man
doesn’t mean she’s “homophobic” and it’s very rape culture-y for you to label her a bigot just for not wanting to
sleep with you. I do know a couple of women in my age group (40-something) who are okay having sex with bi
males. I am not.

Additionally the only reason most males don’t care if a woman is bi or are actually turned on by it is because
they don’t see women as a potential threat that she will run off with. Oftentimes if they have a wife or a
girlfriend that they pressure into a threesome (the number one way in which most men achieve that fantasy) and
she ends up leaving him for the woman (sometimes they were already friends as men don’t have a problem
destroying friendships to get their rocks off, yet if she ever even joked that she wanted a threesome with him and
his ripped hot best friend he would end the relationship immediately) the male is completely flabbergasted,
shocked and blindsided by this occurrence as he, being a male supremacist (overt or covert, consciously or
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subconsciously) doesn’t think in his wildest dreams a woman would leave him for another woman. He expects
the women to be in subtle competition with each other for his affections and approval. That said you can stop
trying to make it sound like men who are okay with/into bisexual women are these open-minded bastions of
progressive mindset. �Spare me, please.

onefornothing • 1 point • 13 March, 2020 09:59 PM 

So i decided to experiment a little and asked by GF in a very serious way how she would feel about me being bi
and she lost the plot thinking I was coming out to her.

She then went on to say shes not homophobic but could not live with the idea of her man having slept with
another man.

Exactly what OP is saying.

madamebovary01 • 1 point • 12 February, 2020 12:27 AM* 

If I found out my partner experienced a guy that would be a deal breaker for me.

If he had any homosexual experience, or like ass play I’m sorry, he’s not man enough for me

Silverfox17421 • 3 points • 12 February, 2020 05:08 AM 

Sheesh. You mean if he let a woman finger his ass, it's a dealbreaker? SMH.
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